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On Jan. 12, 2011, the Fars News Agency released a report in which the commander-in-

chief of Iran‟s army, Brigadier General Attaollah Salehi, made revealing statements regarding 

the role of asymmetric warfare in his country‟s military doctrine. General Salehi was extensively 

quoted, stating that,  

 

“All divisions of the Islamic Republic‟s military pay close attention to events in 

neighboring states and incorporate these into their asymmetric warfare training. 

For Example, if we train pilots in aerial combat, we actively link those lessons 

with asymmetric warfare.”
1
  

 

Furthermore, General Salehi was quoted as stating that an example of Iran‟s asymmetric doctrine 

was the country‟s decision to dispatch military vessels to the Gulf of Aden.
2
 General Salehi also 

noted that Iran‟s military views the ongoing conflict wars in Iraq and Afghanistan as “lessons,” 

and that the country “adjusts its manuals according to these lessons.”
3
 Such statements are useful 

in assessing Iran‟s perception of its strategic competition with the US.
 
They provide valuable 

insight regarding Iran‟s disposition toward the US military presence in the region, its responses 

to that presence, and ultimately how it intends to confront the US strategically. In the case of 

Iran‟s asymmetric developments, however, actions often speak louder than words; Iran usually 

remains silent regarding its support and use of paramilitary proxies.  

As a key element of Iran‟s military doctrine, these developments cannot be ignored. 

Furthermore, as Iran‟s fluid perceptions regarding its competition with the US have not been 

previously explored in-depth, such an analysis is vital if Iran‟s strategic goals and intentions are 

to be properly understood in context. With the assistance of Adam Seitz of the Marine Corps 

University, the Burke Chair has compiled a series of chronological news articles from both 

Western and Iranian sources that seek to illuminate this perception and assess Iran‟s intentions 

concerning its competition with the US.  

 

                                                           
1
 The Fars News Agency, 12 Jan. „11. 

2
 The Fars News Agency, 12 Jan. „11. 

3
 The Fars News Agency, 12 Jan. „11. 
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Faced with overwhelming US military power in the Persian Gulf region and arms 

embargoes that have crippled the Iran‟s ability to import and develop modern arms and military 

technology, the country‟s military establishment has sought to compensate for its conventional 

shortcomings by developing a strong asymmetric warfare capability. The Islamic Republic sees 

itself as under siege by vastly superior US conventional forces in the Persian Gulf region; there 

are American bases in neighboring Arab countries, and the US maintains large military forces on 

Iran‟s borders with Iraq and Afghanistan. Iran has thus developed an asymmetric doctrine to 

strike not only at these forces, but also at US bases in neighboring countries as well as US allies 

and economic interests in the Middle East. 

Iran‟s asymmetric opposition to the US manifests itself in the following three ways: a) 

the development and mass production of low-tech, low-cost weapons systems to offset modern 

US military technology, b) Iranian-supplied and trained paramilitary proxies such as Hezbollah 

in Lebanon, Hamas in Gaza, and “special groups” in Iraq and Afghanistan, and c) a doctrine of 

striking at US economic interests in the Persian Gulf, such as oil platforms and tankers. 

Iran‟s military establishment is not shy about its efforts to build and maintain a strong 

asymmetric capability to counter the superior technology and firepower of its opponents. 

According to a Jan. 12, 2010 report by the Fars News Agency, the commander-in-chief of the 

Iranian Army, Brigadier General Attaollah Salehi, stressed the importance of asymmetrical 

warfare in the country‟s warfighting doctrine, stating that, “if we train pilots in aerial combat, we 

actively link those lessons with asymmetric warfare.”
4
 Additionally, he added that the ongoing 

wars in Iraq and Afghanistan were “lessons” for the Islamic Republic, and that Iran adjusts its 

forces‟ training manuals according to these lessons.
5
 Finally, Salehi made it clear that Iran‟s 

focus on asymmetric strategy and warfare was key behind the navy‟s decision to send military 

vessels to the Gulf of Aden.
6
 Given the strategic importance of the waterway and the vital role it 

plays in world commerce and petroleum shipping, General Salehi‟s remarks can be interpreted as 

a veiled threat to attack US or other economic interests in the event that Iran is attacked or feels 

threatened. The general‟s comments also reflect the degree of importance Iran‟s military places 

on studying and learning from its asymmetric engagement with US forces in Iraq and 

Afghanistan via its paramilitary proxies in these countries. These comments also provide a strong 

                                                           
4
 The Fars News Agency, 12 Jan. „11. 

5
 The Fars News Agency, 12 Jan. „11. 

6
 The Fars News Agency, 12 Jan. „11. 
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and unmistakable indication that Iran‟s strategy for confronting the US emphasizes asymmetric 

doctrine. 

The Islamic Republic has made deft use of proxies to meddle in the internal politics of 

neighboring states and further its own regional foreign policy interests. Iranian proxies include 

Hezbollah in Lebanon, Hamas in the Gaza Strip, Shia militant groups in Iraq, and, most recently, 

insurgents in Afghanistan. In Lebanon, Iran‟s strategy of using paramilitary proxies has been 

successful: Hezbollah has come to dominate Lebanese politics, and the recent pullout led by the 

group and its allies in Lebanon‟s cabinet caused the country‟s pro-Western coalition government 

to collapse in mid-January 2010.
7
 Additionally, the recently released WikiLeaks cables reveal 

that Hezbollah has established its own infrastructure within Lebanon using Iran‟s help. In a 

classified cable sent in 2008, Lebanon‟s Telecommunications Minister, Marwan Hamadeh, told 

US diplomats that “Iran Telecom is taking over the country,” and that “Hezbollah now has an 

army and weapons; a television station; an education system; hospitals; social services; a 

financial system; and a telecommunications system.”
8
 According to Hamadeh, the Iranian Fund 

for the Reconstruction of Lebanon installed fiber optic telecommunications lines in the country 

while rebuilding roads and bridges in the country following the Second Lebanon War, and 

Hezbollah threatened to “take action” against the government if the cables were cut.
9
 

This threat proved to be credible in May 2008 when Hezbollah took over segments of 

West Beirut for several hours in response to the Hariri government‟s attempts to exercise control 

over its fiber optic network.
10

 Hezbollah‟s maturation from an armed militant group to a potent 

and domineering political force in Lebanon with all the trappings of a government shows the 

great effect to which Iran has been able to intervene in the internal politics of the country. By 

engineering the collapse of Lebanon‟s pro-Western government led by Saad Hariri, Hezbollah 

(and Iran, by proxy) has revealed itself as a kingmaker in the country‟s politics: the implosion of 

Lebanon‟s government has allowed Hezbollah to display its ability to legitimize or delegitimize 

the government at will, and greatly reduced Western and US influence in Lebanon. 

                                                           
7
 Blanford, Nicholas. “Hezbollah-led Pullout Brings Down Lebanon‟s Government.” The Christian Science 

Monitor, 12 Jan. „10. 
8
 Ravid, Barak. “WikiLeaks Cable Exposes Iran Hand in Hezbollah Communication Network.” Haaretz, 06 Dec. 

„10. 
9
 Ravid, Barak. “WikiLeaks Cable Exposes Iran Hand in Hezbollah Communication Network.” Haaretz, 06 Dec. 

„10. 
10

 Nerguizian, Aram. “The Lebanese Armed Forces: Challenges and Opportunities in Post-Syria Lebanon.” 10 Feb. 

„09 http://csis.org/files/media/csis/pubs/090210_lafsecurity.pdf 
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Evidence of Iranian involvement in training and equipping militants in Afghanistan has 

become increasingly common. Arms originating in Iran as well as militants linked to Iran‟s 

IRGC and alleged Quds Force operatives themselves have recently been captured in 

Afghanistan. In Dec. 2010 and Jan. 2011, ISAF forces captured or targeted several commanders 

associated with the IRGC Quds Force. These individuals have allegedly received funds, arms, 

and training from the Quds Force‟s Ansar Corps, which is tasked with supporting and directing 

Iran‟s proxies in western Afghanistan. During the course of 13 raids since March 10, 2010, ISAF 

forces have killed three al-Qaeda commanders linked to the Ansar Corps; Mullah Aktar, Sabayer 

Saheb, and Mullah Janan, and captured three more that have not been named.
11

 Lastly, as 

recently as May 30, 2010, former ISAF Commander General Stanley McChrystal stated that 

many militants destined to fight in Afghanistan are both trained and equipped in eastern Iran.
12

  

This trend reflects an increasing Iranian interest in waging asymmetric war against the 

Western military presence in Afghanistan, which was previously overshadowed by its operations 

in Iraq. Although the Islamic Republic‟s Shia ideology is deemed anathema by Sunni extremists 

and militants in Afghanistan, both share the same goals: a Taliban commander recently told The 

Sunday Times that, “our religions and our histories are different, but our target is the same – we 

both want to kill Americans.”
13

 This is not the first instance of the Islamic Republic bridging the 

religious gap between itself and allies, as Tehran supports Hamas, a Sunni organization, and is 

allied with Alawite-controlled Syria. Tehran‟s unlikely alliances and support to groups with 

antithetical religious ideologies reveal that the Islamic Republic is often willing to put its 

ideology aside to undermine the US in the region.  

Recent trends in Iranian arms development and procurement highlight the asymmetric 

priorities of the country‟s military establishment. Iran has recently invested in numerous systems 

to undermine the US presence in the Persian Gulf, including shore-to-ship missile systems, 

speedboats, long-range UCAVs, flying boats, and lightly-armed all-terrain vehicles. According 

the hard-line Mashregh News Agency, Iran‟s navy has decided to install a “Coastal Defense 

Missile” system along the country‟s 1,500 mile coastline, a move deemed the “appropriate 

                                                           
11

 Roggio, Bill. “ISAF Captures Qods Force-linked Taliban Leader in Afghan West.” The Long War Journal, 10 Jan. 

‟11. 
12

 Roggio, Bill. “ISAF Captures Qods Force-linked Taliban Leader in Afghan West.” The Long War Journal, 10 Jan. 

‟11. 
13

 Roggio, Bill. “ISAF Captures Qods Force-linked Taliban Leader in Afghan West.” The Long War Journal, 10 Jan. 

‟11. 
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strategy” to protect the country from attack.
14

 The emplacements of this system are allegedly 

able to operate independently of one another, and are not reliant on a main radar system in the 

event of hostilities. Other naval developments intended to challenge the US naval presence in the 

region include the development of the Zolfaqhar and Seraj-1 high-speed combat boats, both of 

which are slated for mass-production and are capable of launching torpedoes and missiles.
15

  

Iran‟s foray into the use of armed drones include the unveiling of the Karrar and R’ad 

UCAVs in early 2010, both of which have a range in excess of 1000 km and can destroy targets 

with guided munitions.
16

  

Lastly, the Iranian Army has recently unveiled an additional three weapons systems 

intended for asymmetric warfare: the Bavar-2 flying boat, the Kaviran all-terrain vehicle, and the 

Chinese-manufactured ATV-500 Jaguar. The Bavar-2 flying boat is an aircraft designed for 

reconnaissance and surveillance missions with night vision and the potential to be armed with 

machine guns, rockets, and missiles.
17

 The Kaviran all-terrain vehicle is another indigenous 

design, and is armed with a 7.62 mm Gatling gun. According to Ahmad-Reza Purdastan, the 

commander of the Islamic Republic of Iran Army Ground Force, the weapon system was 

produced to “meet our needs in asymmetrical warfare” with a “high rate of fire that could 

enhance our ability to confront helicopters and low-level planes.”
18

 Tehran‟s military forces will 

soon put the Chinese ATV-500 Jaguar into service. The Jaguar is stable in rough terrain, and 

can carry light machine guns in addition to light rocket launchers, SAMs, and, grenade 

launchers, and RPGs.
19

 Like the Seraj-1 and Zolfaqhar combat boats, these weapon systems, 

while low-tech and lightly-armed, are not capital-intensive and are intended to offset superior US 

military technology through sheer numbers and high mobility.  

 Iran‟s military establishment understands that it cannot possibly defeat the US military in 

a conventional conflict or push the US presence out of the region through sheer force alone. As 

such, it employs asymmetric doctrines, technology, and strategy that are low-tech and cheap to 

implement. Iranian military officials openly boast of their inventiveness in adapting asymmetric 

tactics and doctrine to counter technologically superior and more heavily-armed foreign forces. 

                                                           
14

 Mashregh News Agency, 03 Jan. ‟11. 
15

 PressTV, 10 Aug. ‟10. 
16

 “Hizballah Possesses Advanced Iranian-Controlled Air Drone System.” Al-Siyasah Online, 06 Nov. ‟10. 
17

 Ministry of Defense of the Islamic Republic of Iran, 28 Sept. „10 
18

 Tehran Iranian Student News Agency (ISNA), 23 Sept. „10 
19

 Internet Mashregh News, 31 Dec. „10 
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Indeed, Tehran has resorted to the asymmetric use of proxies to harass and whittle away at US 

forces in war zones and destabilize countries where the US seeks to build influence. The 

development of lightly armed, low-tech, cost-effective weapons systems such as armed speed 

boats and seaplanes are intended to counter US hard power in the waters surrounding Iran using 

swarm tactics, and could very well be used to strike at US economic interests in the Persian Gulf, 

such as unarmed oil tankers and other commercial shipping.   
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Iraqi PM 'accused Iran, Syria of arming fighters' 

(AFP) – 1 day ago  

BAGHDAD — Prime Minister Nuri al-Maliki told US diplomats in 2009 that neighbouring 
Iran and Syria were providing weapons to insurgent groups within Iraq, a leaked document 
showed on Thursday. 

Maliki's comments to then-US ambassador to Baghdad Christopher Hill came in the midst 
of a year-long diplomatic row with Damascus that prompted both Iraq and Syria to 
withdraw their respective ambassadors, while US officials have long alleged that Iran backs 
militia groups operating inside Iraq. 

"Iran and Syria have both been providing weapons -- including "Strela" (SA-7B) shoulder-
fired anti-aircraft missiles -- to insurgent groups within Iraq," Maliki told Hill in a 
September 22, 2009 meeting, read the cable published on Wednesday by whistleblower 
website WikiLeaks. 

"Five members of the Sadrist-affiliated Promise Day Brigade (also linked to the Iranian al-
Quds force) were captured recently attempting to smuggle such missiles in the false floor of 
a Toyota Land Cruiser, Maliki alleged." 

The Sadrist movement is the political grouping loyal to radical Shiite cleric Moqtada al-
Sadr, whose former militia arm, the Mahdi Army, held violent clashes with US forces in the 
aftermath of the US-led invasion to oust Saddam Hussein in 2003. They were eventually 
routed by US and Iraqi forces in 2008. 

The document, classified by then acting embassy deputy chief of mission Gary Grappo, said 
Maliki "hoped each would receive a death sentence." 

US military officials have persistently alleged that Iran funds, trains and backs Shiite 
Muslim militia groups in Iraq, charges Tehran denies. 

Maliki's remarks, meanwhile, came in the midst of a major diplomatic row with Syria which 
only ended in September 2010 when the two countries agreed to restore their respective 
envoys. 

The neighbours' tit-for-tat recall of envoys on August 25, 2009 came six days after massive 
truck bombings against the ministries of finance and foreign affairs in Baghdad left 95 dead 
and around 600 wounded, the worst day of violence in Iraq in 18 months. 

Iraq accused Syria of sheltering two insurgents, Mohammed Yunis al-Ahmed and Sattam 
Farhan, who orchestrated the attacks, charges Damascus denied. 
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Army Commander Says Asymmetric Warfare Is Central to Training Exercises * 

According to a 12 January Fars News Agency report, Brigadier General Atta'ollah Salehi, 
the commanding officer of Iran's army, said that all divisions of the Islamic Republic's 
military pay close attention to events in neighboring states and incorporate these into their 
asymmetric warfare training. "For example, if we train [pilots] in aerial combat, we actively 
link those ... lessons with asymmetric warfare," the commander said, adding that an 
example of such warfare is the navy's decision to dispatch military vessels to the Gulf of 
Aden. Earlier in his remarks, Salehi said Iran's  military  views the ongoing wars in Iraq 
and Afghanistan as "lessons" for moving forward, and he added that the country adjusts its 
armed forces' training manuals according to these lessons as well as those learned from the 
Iran-Iraq war.  
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 Editorial: Ship-to-Shore Cruise Missiles Will Improve Iran's Capabilities in 

Asymmetric War * 

 On 3 January, the Mashregh News website stated in an analytical piece that Iran's decision 
to equip the navy with Coastal Defense Cruise Missile systems means the country can 
station them along the 1,500-mile-long beach of the Persian Gulf, which is an "appropriate 
strategy" to increase defensive capabilities in naval combat. The ability of these radar-
equipped systems to operate independently means that they will not be reliant on the main 
radar system during asymmetric war. During an attack, when the enemy has targeted Iran's 
system - and, in the worst-case scenario, has temporarily disrupted communications 
between the missile systems and central command - these systems will maintain their 
combat effectiveness. The enemy's need to "scatter" its forces to identify and destroy these 
systems, which are camouflaged in the natural environment of southern Iran, is another 
advantage. Similarly, the mobility of these systems means that the enemy cannot target a 
few spots and significantly degrade the defensive capability of the country, the website 
stated. 
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The Christian Science Monitor - CSMonitor.com 
Hezbollah-led pullout brings down Lebanon's government 

Fearing the international indictment of some of its leaders for the 2005 killing of former 
Prime Minister Rafik Hariri, Hezbollah ministers resigned Wednesday, causing the collapse 
of Lebanon's coalition government. 

By Nicholas Blanford, Correspondent  
posted January 12, 2011 at 1:21 pm EST 
Beirut —  
Lebanon’s fractious coalition government collapsed Wednesday following the resignation 
of ministers representing the parliamentary opposition headed by the militant Shiite 
group, Hezbollah. 

The dramatic move appears to herald a new escalation in the political drama over a six-
year international investigation into the 2005 assassination of former Lebanese Prime 
Minister Rafik Hariri. 

The decision by the Hezbollah-led opposition to leave the government follows the declared 
failure of a five-month mediation effort by Syria and Saudi Arabia, both of which have 
influence in this tiny but volatile Mediterranean country, to help resolve Lebanon’s political 
deadlock. 

RELATED: Lebanon tribunal on Hariri assassination set to issue first indictments 
In announcing the resignation of opposition ministers, Gibran Bassil, the energy minister, 
said the decision was “constitutional and legal” and called for the creation of a new 
government “in order for it to perform its duties.” 

Lebanon’s 30-seat cabinet requires the resignation of 11 ministers to topple the 
government. The opposition share amounted to 10 ministers, but Adnan as-Sayyed, a 
minister of state who represents Michel Suleiman, the Lebanese president, also tendered 
his resignation. 

Hezbollah members to be indicted? 

The resignations came after Prime Minister Saad Hariri, the son of the slain former leader, 
refused an opposition demand to hold an immediate cabinet meeting to discuss the 
international tribunal based in The Netherlands. The tribunal is close to issuing a first set of 
indictments against those accused of assassinating his father. 

It has been widely reported that members of Hezbollah will be among the names of those 
indicted. Hezbollah has denied any involvement in the assassination and insists that the 
tribunal is a political tool wielded by the West to place pressure on the organization. 

Hezbollah’s leader, Sheikh Hassan Nasrallah, has warned that the organization will “cut off 
the hands” of anyone attempting to arrest his cadres and has led an intense political 

http://www.csmonitor.com/layout/set/print/About/Contact-Us-Feedback
http://www.csmonitor.com/World/Middle-East/2010/1206/Lebanon-tribunal-on-Hariri-assassination-set-to-issue-first-indictments
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campaign in recent months to compel the Lebanese government to end all cooperation with 
the tribunal. 

Hezbollah officials have blamed pressure exerted by the United States on Mr. Hariri for 
derailing the Saudi-Syrian mediation effort. The US is a staunch backer of the tribunal and 
Hariri has repeatedly stated that his government would continue supporting the tribunal. 

The cabinet resignations risk plunging Lebanon once more into political instability. Earlier 
Wednesday, Saudi Foreign Minister Prince Saud al-Faisal warned that Lebanon faced “a 
great danger” if the opposi5ion quit the government. 

“Lebanon may face the problems it faced before and this will affect the countries in the 
region,” he said, referring to factional violence that rocked the nation in 2007 and 2008. 

Lebanon back on world agenda 

The political deadlock in Lebanon has engaged world leaders in recent days. 

Even as the opposition ministers announced their resignations, Hariri was meeting with 
President Obama at the White House. Earlier this week, Mr. Obama discussed Lebanon in 
separate conversations with Saudi King Abdullah and French President Nicolas Sarkozy. 

After the meeting, the White House issued a statement condemning Hezbollah, and vowing 
steadfast support for the tribunal. 

"The efforts by the Hizballah-led coalition to collapse the Lebanese government only 
demonstrate their own fear and determination to block the government’s ability to conduct 
its business and advance the aspirations of all of the Lebanese people," the statement says. 
"During their meeting, the President stressed the importance of the work of the Special 
Tribunal for Lebanon as a means to help end the era of political assassinations with 
impunity in Lebanon." 
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ISAF captures Qods Force-linked Taliban leader in Afghan west 

By BILL ROGGIO January 10, 2011 
The Long War Journal 
 

In a raid in western Afghanistan yesterday, Coalition and Afghan troops captured a senior 
Taliban leader who is associated with Iran's Qods Force. 

The Taliban leader, who was not named, "is definitely associated with Qods Force," an 
International Security Assistance Force official told The Long War Journal. 

"That is based on his acceptance of large sums of money and his facilitation of attacks 
against ISAF and Afghan forces," the ISAF official said. 

"It is not certain he is a member of Qods Force," the official continued. 

ISAF and Afghan forces captured the Taliban commander along with several fighters during 
a raid in the Gulistan district of Farah province, ISAF stated in a press release. 

The Taliban leader was described as "the senior Taliban leader for Bakwah district" who 
"receives large sums of money from foreign fighter insurgent groups," the ISAF press 
release continued. ISAF often uses the term " foreign fighters" to describe al Qaeda and 
affiliated terror groups from outside Afghanistan. 

During recent raids in the Afghan south and west, ISAF and Afghan forces have captured 
two Taliban commanders and targeted another linked to Iran's Qods Force. In addition to 
the capture of the commander yesterday, on Dec. 18, 2010 a Qods Force-linked Taliban 
leader was captured in the Zhari district of Kandahar. ISAF told The Long War Journal the 
Taliban leader was a member of Qods Force, but retracted the claim two days later. ISAF 
would neither confirm nor deny that the Taliban commander was linked to Qods Force in 
follow-up inquiries. 

But senior US intelligence officials contacted by The Long War Journal said the Taliban 
commander detained in Zhari is linked to Qods Force and receives aid in shipping and 
transporting weapons from Iran to Afghanistan. 

During a raid in Nimroz on Jan. 2, Coalition and Afghan forces targeted a Taliban leader 
who is "involved with the facilitation of suicide bombers into Afghanistan and leads 
subordinate Taliban insurgents operating in the Gulistan and Bakwa districts of Farah 
province." Several US military and intelligence officials told The Long War Journal that the 
commander was linked to Qods Force, but ISAF would not comment on his status. 

Farah province is a hub for al Qaeda's operations in the Afghan west 

A Qods Force-supported Taliban and al Qaeda network is currently operating in the remote 
western province of Farah, according to an investigation by The Long War Journal. 

http://www.dvidshub.net/news/63280/afghan-coalition-forces-detain-senior-taliban-leader-farah
http://www.longwarjournal.org/archives/2010/12/exclusive_isaf_captu.php
http://www.dvidshub.net/news/62880/afghan-coalition-forces-detain-taliban-leader-farah-province
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Farah province is a known haven for al Qaeda and allied terror groups, and is a main transit 
point for foreign fighters and Iranian aid flowing into Afghanistan. The presence of al Qaeda 
cells has been detected in the districts of Bakwah, Balu Barak, Farah, Gulistan, and Pusht-e 
Rod; or five of Farah's 11 districts. 

ISAF and Afghan special operations teams have intensified their activity in the province of 
Farah since October 2010. There have been seven reported raids in Farah, and one in 
Nimroz targeting a commander who operates in Farah, since the beginning of October, and 
13 raids total since March 2010. In the course of the 13 raids, ISAF has killed three al 
Qaeda-linked commanders; Mullah Aktar, Sabayer Saheb, and Mullah Janan, 
and captured three more leaders, all who have not been named. All of these commanders 
have been linked to Iran's Ansar Corps. 

ISAF has been hesitant to comment on the scope of this network. "Due to operation security 
concerns we are not able to go into further detail at this time," an ISAF public affairs 
official told The Long War Journal at the end of November 2010. In a follow-up inquiry 
today, ISAF again would not comment. 

Background on Iran's covert support for the Taliban and al Qaeda in Afghanistan 

The Qods Force has tasked the Ansar Corps, a subcommand, with aiding the Taliban and 
other terror groups in Afghanistan. Based in Mashad in northeastern Iran, the Ansar Corps 
operates much like the Ramazan Corps, which supports and directs Shia terror groups in 
Iraq. [See LWJ report, Iran's Ramazan Corps and the ratlines into Iraq.] 
 
On Aug. 6, 2010, General Hossein Musavi, the commander of the Ansar Corps, was one of 
two Qods Force commanders added to the US Treasury's list of specially designated global 
terrorists, for directly providing support to the Taliban in neighboring Afghanistan. 

ISAF and Afghan forces have targeted several Taliban commanders with known links to 
Iran's Qods Force - Ansar Corps. [See LWJ report, Taliban commander linked to Iran, al 
Qaeda targeted in western Afghanistan.] 

In addition to Taliban fighters entering from Iran, Al Qaeda is known to facilitate travel for 
its operatives moving into Afghanistan from Mashad. Al Qaeda additionally uses the eastern 
cities of Tayyebat and Zahedan to move its operatives into Afghanistan. 
[See LWJ report, Return to Jihad.] 

For years, ISAF has stated that the Qods Force has helped Taliban fighters conduct training 
inside Iran. As recently as May 30, 2010, former ISAF commander General Stanley 
McChrystal said that Iran is training Taliban fighters and providing them with weapons. 

"The training that we have seen occurs inside Iran with fighters moving inside Iran," 
McChrystal said at a press conference. "The weapons that we have received come from Iran 
into Afghanistan." 

http://www.longwarjournal.org/archives/2010/08/taliban_commander_li_2.php
http://www.longwarjournal.org/archives/2010/08/taliban_commander_li_2.php
http://www.longwarjournal.org/archives/2010/11/coalition_and_afghan_1.php
http://www.longwarjournal.org/archives/2010/11/isaf_and_afghan_forc.php
http://www.dvidshub.net/news/62880/afghan-coalition-forces-detain-taliban-leader-farah-province
http://www.longwarjournal.org/threat-matrix/archives/2010/11/isaf_targets_another_iran-base.php
http://www.longwarjournal.org/archives/2007/12/irans_ramazan_corps.php
http://www.longwarjournal.org/archives/2010/08/iranian_qods_force_c.php
http://www.longwarjournal.org/archives/2010/08/iranian_qods_force_c.php
http://www.longwarjournal.org/archives/2010/08/taliban_commander_li_2.php
http://www.longwarjournal.org/archives/2010/08/taliban_commander_li_2.php
http://www.longwarjournal.org/archives/2009/01/return_to_jihad.php
http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSTRE64T0U920100530
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In March of 2010, General David Petraeus, then the CENTCOM commander and now the 
ISAF commander, discussed al Qaeda's presence in Iran in written testimony delivered to 
the Senate Armed Services Committee. Al Qaeda "continues to use Iran as a key facilitation 
hub, where facilitators connect al Qaeda's senior leadership to regional affiliates," Petraeus 
explained. "And although Iranian authorities do periodically disrupt this network by 
detaining select al Qaeda facilitators and operational planners, Tehran's policy in this 
regard is often unpredictable." 

Iran has recently released several top al Qaeda leaders from protective custody, including 
Saif al Adel, al Qaeda's top military commander and strategist; Sa'ad bin Laden, Osama's 
son; and Sulaiman Abu Gaith, a top al Qaeda spokesman. [See LWJ report, Osama bin 
Laden's spokesman freed by Iran.] 

In March 2010, a Taliban commander admitted that Iran has been training teams of Taliban 
fighters in small unit tactics. "Our religions and our histories are different, but our target is 
the same - we both want to kill Americans," the commander told The Sunday Times, 
rebutting the common analysis that Shia Iran and Sunni al Qaeda could not cooperate due 
to ideological differences. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.longwarjournal.org/archives/2010/09/osama_bin_ladens_spo.php
http://www.longwarjournal.org/archives/2010/09/osama_bin_ladens_spo.php
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Al-Sadr's Return to Iraq and the U.S.-Iranian Entanglement 

STRATFOR 
January 7, 2011 | 2223 GMT  
Radical Iraqi Shiite Islamist leader Muqtada al-Sadr is expected to make a major speech Jan. 
8 in which he will spell out his movement’s agenda. Al-Sadr, the leader of the single largest 
Shiite political bloc in Iraq, returned Jan. 5 to Iraq from Iran, where he has spent most of 
time over the past several years shoring up his credentials as a bona fide cleric.  

Contrary to widespread fears, he probably intends to engage not in violence, but in politics. 
And this means intense U.S.-Iranian negotiations will likely come before U.S. forces leave 
Iraq. 

Al-Sadr’s return comes as his movement has secured eight Cabinet portfolios in the 
emerging Iraqi government after winning 40 out of the 159 seats controlled by the super-
Shiite bloc known as the National Alliance, the largest of all the Shiite factions. His 
movement has long been evolving into a political force from its initial status as one of the 
largest militias in Iraq. With his return he aims to continue to consolidate his political 
power, not to launch a new wave of militancy ahead of the scheduled withdrawal of the 
remaining 50,000 U.S. troops in Iraq by Dec. 31. His return to Iraq probably is not even 
permanent, as he most likely has not completed the seminary studies needed to qualify as 
an ayatollah. 

Al-Sadr arrived in Iraq the same day as a high-level Iranian delegation led by new Foreign 
Minister Ali Akbar Salehi. The Iranian delegation held meetings with much of the Iraqi 
political elite and with top Iraqi cleric Grand Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani. The Iranian visit and 
al-Sadr’s return represent an Iranian move to consolidate their grip over Iraq — and to 
remind Washington that the Iranians are positioned to fill the vacuum U.S. forces will leave 
behind.  

Contrary to popular belief, the main U.S. dilemma in the region is not Iran’s attempts to 
develop nuclear weapons, but the fear that Iran will become the most powerful 
conventional military force in the Persian Gulf region after the U.S. withdrawal. This would 
allow Iran to shape the behavior of the countries on the Arabian Peninsula, something 
Washington cannot accept. To prevent this outcome, Washington must either renegotiate 
the Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA) that mandates its withdrawal from Iraq or reach 
some sort of understanding with Iran that would allow the Islamic republic to enhance its 
footprint in Iraq without undermining U.S. interests in the region.  

Shortly after arriving in Iraq, the Iranian foreign minister called for the removal of all 
foreign forces from Iraq, meaning Iran opposes any changes to the current withdrawal 
timetable — also a key demand of al-Sadr. The Sadrite movement’s well-entrenched 
position in the Iraqi state is a key lever with which the Iranians hope to successfully block a 
renegotiation of SOFA. This makes the second U.S. option more likely — setting the stage 
for serious negotiations between Washington and Tehran in the coming year. 

http://www.stratfor.com/geopolitical_diary_al_sadrite_movement_imploding
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20101221-iraqi-government-under-construction
http://www.stratfor.com/geopolitical_diary/20100419_considering_possible_super_shia_bloc_iraq
http://www.stratfor.com/geopolitical_diary/20100419_considering_possible_super_shia_bloc_iraq
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/iraq_mehdi_armys_transformation
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/iraq_mehdi_armys_existential_crisis
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20100215_special_coverage_us_withdrawal_iraq
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20100215_special_coverage_us_withdrawal_iraq
http://www.stratfor.com/weekly/20100816_us_withdrawal_and_limited_options_iraq
http://www.stratfor.com/weekly/20100816_us_withdrawal_and_limited_options_iraq
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/iran_using_al_sadr_leverage
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20081120_iraq_u_s_sofa_and_what_could_still_go_wrong
http://www.stratfor.com/weekly/20100301_thinking_about_unthinkable_usiranian_deal
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Iranian Army To Use Chinese-Manufactured All-Terrain Vehicle in Asymmetric 

Warfare * 

 Iran's army plans to use the [Chinese-manufactured Jaguar] ATV-500 to increase the 
mobility of its ground units in asymmetric warfare, Mashregh News reported on 31 
December. The vehicle, which is highly stable in rough terrain, is equipped with a water-
cooled, 500-cc one-cylinder engine. Furthermore, its small size makes it easier to transport. 
Weighing in at 337 kilograms [ 742.96 pounds], the ATV's length, width, and height are, 
respectively, 2.12 meters [ 6.95 feet], 1.17 meters  [ 3.77 feet], and 1.23 meters [ 4.03 feet]. 
Given the centrality of rapid reaction in Iran's defense doctrine, this vehicle can improve 
the response time of Iranian forces, the news website stated. Notably, the C-130 Hercules, 
which is one of the most instrumental transport airplanes of the Iranian military, can 
transport approximately 12 such vehicles, while  the Soviet-made Ilyushin 76 airlifter can 
transport 27, and the  HESA Iran-140 [based on the Ukrainian Antonov An140] is able to 
carry six to nine vehicles. Mashregh News also stated that, during operations, the ATV can 
carry the M-60, 7.62-mm machine gun; light rocket launchers; shoulder-mounted launchers 
capable of firing the Misagh [reverse-engineered QW-1 Vanguard] surface-to-air missile; 
grenade launchers; and RPGs [Internet Mashregh News 
http://mashreghnews.ir/NSite/FullStory/News/?Id=21320].  
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Afghan Security Forces Arrest Iranian Insurgent in Farah Province  

On 16 November, the Bakhtar News Agency published a back-dated item from three days 
earlier that indicated that security forces in Farah Province arrested an armed Iranian man 
during an operation against insurgents. The man, who identified himself as Mollah Sa'id, 
said he was a member of Iran's Islamic Revolution Guards Corps (IRGC) and had come to 
Afghanistan to fight American forces, Afghan General Faqir Askar, who commands the 
security forces in Farah, told the news website [Kabul Bakhtarnews Agency in Pashto - 
Afghanistan's first official news agency. URL: http://www.bakhtarnews.com.af]. 
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Afghan Border Guards Reportedly Arrest Three Iranian Soldiers   

Kabul Press on 2 December cited Pasual Shir-Ali, the new commander of border guards in 
western Afghanistan, as saying that his forces arrested three Iranian soldiers the previous 
day. The three men crossed Iran's border with Farah Province and the city of Shandid in 
Herat Province, carrying Kalashnikov [AK-47] rifles, a camera stand, and two mobile 
phones, the official said. The appropriate authorities are conducting an investigation to find 
out why the men crossed into Afghan territory, Shir-Ali added. The report noted that, 
earlier this year, seven Afghan border guards were arrested by their Iranian counterparts 
because they allegedly crossed into Iranian territory; the men were freed after 43 days in 
captivity.    
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Aftenposten: Israel gears up for Iran attack 

(AP) – 10 hours ago 

OSLO, Norway (AP) — Israel believes it would have only 10-12 minutes' warning if Iran 
launched rockets but that threats from Hamas and Hezbollah are the most pressing, 
according to leaked U.S. State Department cables published in a Norwegian newspaper. 
The Aftenposten daily on Sunday cited a cable describing a Nov. 15, 2009, meeting between 
an American congressional delegation and Israel's military chief in which he reportedly 
said Israel was preparing to defend itself against such attacks. 
 
The paper quoted Lt. Gen. Gabi Ashkenazi as telling the delegation that Iran has 300 Shihab 
rockets which could reach Israel. Some 1 million Israelis would be at risk from attacks from 
the country's enemies in the region, including Hezbollah and Hamas, he said. 
 
It also cited Israeli military leaders as saying the two militant groups are the most 
immediate threat to the country, with Lebanon's Hezbollah sitting on a stockpile of 40,000 
rockets and Hamas having the capacity to attack Tel Aviv. The next war in the Middle East 
would take place in Lebanon and on the Gaza Strip, Ashkenazi said. 
 
The cables come from a trove of 250,000 uncensored U.S. diplomatic documents that 
secret-spilling site WikiLeaks has been making public. Aftenposten said last month it had 
obtained all the documents. 
 
Hamas took over Gaza soon after Israel pulled out in 2005, and Hezbollah took over most of 
southern Lebanon when Israel left in 2000. 
 
In separate U.S. cables dating back to talks in September 2009 between the Israeli military 
and an American congressional delegation, an officer from the Israeli Security Agency Shin 
Bet gave a detailed description of the situation in Gaza to U.S. Senator Kirsten Gillibrand. 
According to Aftenposten, the officer said that six months after the Israeli attack against 
Gaza in 2008-2009, Hamas had already regained the same amount of weapons it had before 
the operation. 
 
He reportedly said that Hamas was working actively to develop its own weapons 
production and had been trying to obtain Iranian rockets that can reach Tel Aviv. 
Copyright © 2011 The Associated Press. All rights reserved 
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ISAF captures Qods Force-linked operative in Kandahar 

By Bill Roggio 
December 23, 2010 
Long War Journal 
 
Coalition and Afghan special operations teams have captured a Taliban commander who is 
associated with Iran's Qods Force and aided in the shipment of weapons from Iran into 
Afghanistan. 

The Taliban commander, who was not named, was detained during a Dec. 18 raid in the 
Zhari district in Kandahar province, the International Security Assistance Force reported in 
a press release. ISAF and Afghan forces are currently working to secure Zhari and the 
neighboring districts of Panjwai and Arghandab from the Taliban. 

"The joint security team specifically targeted the individual for facilitating the movement of 
weapons between Iran and Kandahar through Nimroz province," ISAF stated. "The now-
detained man was considered a Kandahar-based weapons facilitator with direct ties to 
other Taliban leaders in the province." 

In an initial inquiry by The Long War Journal, ISAF said that the target of the raid was a 
member of the Qods Force, the special operations branch of Iran's Islamic Revolutionary 
Guards Corps. 

"According to intelligence reports, the targeted insurgent is a member of the Qods Force," a 
public affairs official at the ISAF Joint Command press desk told The Long War Journal. 

ISAF has since retracted the claim. 

"The International Security Assistance Force has determined a cross-border weapons 
facilitator detained Dec. 18 is not a member of the Iranian Qods force, as was originally 
reported," according to a press release issued on Dec. 24. "Initial intelligence reports led 
ISAF to believe he was a member of the force, but after gathering more information, it was 
determined that while the individual may be affiliated with several insurgent-related 
organizations, he is not a member of the Qods group." 

A senior US intelligence official contacted by The Long War Journal said the Taliban 
commander is linked to Qods Force and receives aid in shipping and transporting weapons 
from Iran to Afghanistan. 

Background on Iran's covert support for the Taliban and al Qaeda in Afghanistan 

The Qods Force has tasked the Ansar Corps, a subcommand, with aiding the Taliban and 
other terror groups in Afghanistan. Based in Mashad in northeastern Iran, the Ansar Corps 
operates much like the Ramazan Corps, which supports and directs Shia terror groups in 

http://www.dvidshub.net/news/62443/update-isaf-confirms-capture-cross-border-weapons-facilitator
http://www.dvidshub.net/news/62443/update-isaf-confirms-capture-cross-border-weapons-facilitator
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Iraq. [See LWJ report, Iran's Ramazan Corps and the ratlines into Iraq.] 
 
On Aug. 6, 2010, General Hossein Musavi, the commander of the Ansar Corps, was one of 
two Qods Force commanders added to the US Treasury's list of specially designated global 
terrorists, for directly providing support to the Taliban in neighboring Afghanistan. 

ISAF and Afghan forces have targeted several Taliban commanders with known links to 
Iran's Qods Force - Ansar Corps. [See LWJ report, Taliban commander linked to Iran, al 
Qaeda targeted in western Afghanistan.] 

In addition to Taliban fighters entering from Iran, Al Qaeda is known to facilitate travel for 
its operatives moving into Afghanistan from Mashad. Al Qaeda additionally uses the eastern 
cities of Tayyebat and Zahedan to move its operatives into Afghanistan. [See LWJ report, 
Return to Jihad.]  

A Qods Force-supported al Qaeda network is currently operating in the western province 
of Farah, according to an investigation by The Long War Journal.  

ISAF and Afghan special operations teams have been active in the remote province of Farah 
since early October. There have been five reported raids in Farah since the beginning of 
October, and 10 raids total since March 2010. In the course of the 10 raids, ISAF has killed 
three al Qaeda-linked commanders (Mullah Aktar, Sabayer Sahib, and Mullah Janan), and 
captured another. All of these commanders have been linked to Iran's Ansar Corps. 

ISAF has refused to comment to inquiries about this network. "Due to operation security 
concerns we are not able to go into further detail at this time," an ISAF public affairs official 
told The Long War Journal at the end of November.  

For years, ISAF has stated that the Qods Force has helped Taliban fighters conduct training 
inside Iran. As recently as May 30, 2010, former ISAF commander General Stanley 
McChrystal said that Iran is training Taliban fighters and providing them with weapons. 

"The training that we have seen occurs inside Iran with fighters moving inside Iran," 
McChrystal said at a press conference. "The weapons that we have received come from Iran 
into Afghanistan." 

In March of 2010, General David Petraeus, then the CENTCOM commander and now the 
ISAF commander, discussed al Qaeda's presence in Iran in written testimony delivered to 
the Senate Armed Services Committee. Al Qaeda "continues to use Iran as a key facilitation 
hub, where facilitators connect al Qaeda's senior leadership to regional affiliates," Petraeus 
explained. "And although Iranian authorities do periodically disrupt this network by 
detaining select al Qaeda facilitators and operational planners, Tehran's policy in this 
regard is often unpredictable."  

http://www.longwarjournal.org/archives/2007/12/irans_ramazan_corps.php
http://www.longwarjournal.org/archives/2010/08/iranian_qods_force_c.php
http://www.longwarjournal.org/archives/2010/08/iranian_qods_force_c.php
http://www.longwarjournal.org/archives/2010/08/taliban_commander_li_2.php
http://www.longwarjournal.org/archives/2010/08/taliban_commander_li_2.php
http://www.longwarjournal.org/archives/2009/01/return_to_jihad.php
http://www.longwarjournal.org/threat-matrix/archives/2010/11/isaf_targets_another_iran-base.php
http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSTRE64T0U920100530
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Iran has recently released several top al Qaeda leaders from protective custody, including 
Saif al Adel, al Qaeda's top military commander and strategist; Sa'ad bin Laden, Osama's 
son; and Sulaiman Abu Gaith, a top al Qaeda spokesman. [See LWJ report, Osama bin 
Laden's spokesman freed by Iran.] 

In March 2010, a Taliban commander admitted that Iran has been training teams of Taliban 
fighters in small unit tactics. "Our religions and our histories are different, but our target is 
the same - we both want to kill Americans," the commander told The Sunday Times, 
rebutting the common analysis that Shia Iran and Sunni al Qaeda could not cooperate due 
to ideological differences. 

 
Correction: this report initially stated that the Taliban commander was also a Qods Force 
operative. ISAF has retracted the claim, and the report has been updated to reflect this. 
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http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/world/middle_east/article7069817.ece
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ISAF Captures Qods Operative in Kandahar 

December 23, 2010 
Long War Journal|by Bill Roggio  
Coalition and Afghan special operations teams have captured a Taliban commander who 
doubles as an Iranian Qods Force operative and helped ship weapons from Iran into 
Afghanistan. 
 
The Taliban/Qods Force operative, who was not named, was detained during a Dec. 18 raid 
in the Zhari district in Kandahar province, the International Security Assistance Force 
reported in a press release. ISAF and Afghan forces are currently working to secure Zhari 
and the neighboring districts of Panjwai and Arghandab from the Taliban. 
 
"The joint security team specifically targeted the individual for facilitating the movement of 
weapons between Iran and Kandahar through Nimroz province," ISAF stated. "The now-
detained man was considered a Kandahar-based weapons facilitator with direct ties to 
other Taliban leaders in the province." 
 
In the initial press release, ISAF did not identify the Taliban commander as a Qods Force 
operative. But, in response to an inquiry by The Long War Journal, ISAF confirmed that the 
target of the raid was indeed a member of the Qods Force, the special operations branch of 
Iran's Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps.  
 
"According to intelligence reports, the targeted insurgent is a member of the Qods Force," a 
public affairs official at the ISAF Joint Command press desk told The Long War Journal. 
This is the first reported instance of the capture of a Qods Force operative in Afghanistan. 
US forces in Iraq captured several senior Qods Force commanders and operatives during 
operations in that country from 2006 to 2008. 
© Copyright 2010 Long War Journal. All rights reserved. This material may not be 
published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed. 
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Iran 'dominant player' in Iraq politics: leaked memo 

(AFP) – 1 day ago  

PARIS — Tehran is a "dominant player" in Iraq using "all means of diplomacy, intelligence 
and economy" to get a pro-Iranian regime there, leaked US diplomatic cables published by 
Le Monde newspaper Sunday said. 
 
"Iran is one of the dominant players in Iraqi electoral politics," US ambassador to Baghdad 
Christopher Hill wrote on November 13, 2009, according to Le Monde's translation of the 
WikiLeaks cable. 
 
Tehran "uses all the means of diplomacy, security, intelligence and economic tools to 
influence its allies and its Iraqi detractors to establish a more pro-Iranian regime, in 
Baghdad as well as in the provinces," Hill wrote. 
 
To achieve this Iran "has understood that it needs to show great operational, and 
sometimes ideological, flexibility." 
 
It is "not rare" for Iran "to finance and support Shiite or Kurdish rivals -- and sometimes 
even Sunni -- with the aim of developing financial dependence," Hill wrote. 
 
"Exact figures are unknown but Iranian financial assistance to those who accept it is 
estimated to be 100 to 200 million dollars (75 to 150 million euros) a year." 
 
Hill said that Iran's main political obstacle in Iraq "remains the dominant authority and the 
religious credibility incarnated by Grand Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani, who, while an Iranian 
national, is a critic of the 'Wiliyat-i-Faqih' (Guardianship of Islamic Jurists) doctrine in 
power in Iran." 
 
In another cable dated September 24, 2009, Iraqi Prime Minister Nuri al-Maliki says that 
Iran reportedly "envisaged launching long-range missiles" at the Ashraf refugee camp 
north of Baghdad. 
 
The camp is home to around 3,500 supporters of the National Council of Resistance of Iran, 
principally the People's Mujahedeen of Iran that advocates the overthrow of the Islamic 
regime in Tehran. 
Copyright © 2010 AFP. All rights reserved. 
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 Latest update 15:08 06.12.10 

WikiLeaks cable exposes Iran hand in Hezbollah communication network 

Classified document dispatched by U.S. charge d'affaires reflects anti-Hezbollah sentiment 

that Iran was 'taking over' Lebanon by funding its fiber optic system. 

By Barak Ravid  

Less than a month before a battle erupted in Beirut between Hezbollah and members of the 
ruling anti-Syrian coalition in May 2008, senior officials in the Lebanese government sent 
the U.S. embassy detailed intelligence that the militant group was operating an 
independent communications network across the country. 

The uncovering of the network and the demand to shut it down were a central cause of the 
domestic rift in Lebanon. 

A classified cable published by the online whistleblower WikiLeaks reveals that Minister of 
Telecommunications Marwan Hamadeh told U.S. diplomats that "Iran Telecom is taking 
over the country!" 

The classified cable, sent by Charge d’Affaires Michele Sison in April 2008 from the 
embassy in Beirut to Washington, underscores the drama taking place in Lebanon over the 
course of those months and led to a "mini" civil war in Beirut. 

The American diplomat wrote that Minister Hamadeh had asked to meet her urgently and 
disclosed to her a detailed survey of what he described as the complete fiber optic system 
that Hezbollah had established throughout Lebanon. 

The previous evening, the Lebanese television station LBC had aired a program on 
Hezbollah's telecommunications network, but Hamada told Sison that its existence had 
already been widely known. 

Hamadeh is a senior member of the anti-Syria and anti-Iran camp in Lebanon. In 2004, 
Hamadeh survived an assassination attempt when a bomb was rigged to his car. 

In his conversation with the American diplomat, Hamadeh emphasized hat the government 
of Lebanon had decided to brief its allies – the United States, France, Saudi Arabia, Jordan 
and the United Arab Emirates – regarding the discovery of the Hezbollah network. 

"The LBC story was not planted by the GOL, nor planned, but in Hamadeh’s opinion it was 
no bad thing to get the story out there," wrote Sison in the cable, adding that Hamadeh had 
told her French President Nicolas Sarkozy was "stunned" by the news. 

The Lebanese telecommunications minister "cited the Iranian Fund for the Reconstruction 
of Lebanon as the source of the funding", wrote Sison, referring to the body that built roads 
and bridges in the south of the state following the Second Lebanon War. The fund has been 

http://www.haaretz.com/misc/writers/barak-ravid-1.325
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accused in the past of "installing telecommunications lines in parallel with new roads", 
wrote Sison. 

Hamadeh described the establishment of this communications lines as "a strategic victory 
for Iran, since it creates an important Iranian outpost in Lebanon, bypassing Syria," 
according to Sison's cable. 

In Hamadeh's view, the move was evident of Hezbollah's attempt to establish itself as a 
"nation state" in Lebanon. 

"Hezbollah now has an army and weapons; a television station; an education system; 
hospitals; social services; a financial system; and a telecommunications system," wrote 
Sison of Hamadeh's concerns. 

The exposure of the telecommunication network shook senior officials in the anti-
Hezbollah camp in Lebanon. Hamadeh told Sison that Sa'ad Hariri, then considered the 
future leader of the anti-Syria camp and now the prime minister, was particularly 
concerned. He sent a private plane from Saudi Arabia to get a copy of map detailing the 
fiber optic system and passed it on to the Saudi king and intelligence minister. 

The cable discloses a feeling of weakness in the Lebanese government and reflects the 
difficulty that the anti-Syrian, anti-Iranian camp was having in contending with Hezbollah. 

Hamadeh told Sison that Major General Ashraf Rifi, chief of the Lebanese security services, 
and Brigadier General Georges Khoury, a senior official in the Lebanese army, met with 
Wafiq Safa, the Hezbollah liaison to the Lebanese intelligence services, to discuss the 
matter. 

During that meeting, Rifi and Khoury demanded that Hezbollah dismantle two parts of the 
network as a first step. Safa refused abd according to Sison's cable, said that the network 
was "part of Hezbollah’s ability to defend Lebanon, and that Hezbollah would regard any 
attack on the network as an act of aggression" equal to that of Israel. 

Sison's cable expresses that Hamadeh wondered if the Lebanese government would have 
the “guts” to cut the lines itself, given that Hezbollah has threatened to "take action against 
the" government of Lebanon in the face of such aggression. 

Sison wrote that did not expect the government of Lebanon to take action, adding that it 
could be seen as a call for help to outside allies to do the job. 
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US memos: Iran armed Hezbollah through ambulances 

(AP) – 8 hours ago  

BEIRUT (AP) — Iranian Red Crescent ambulances were used to smuggle weapons to 
Lebanon's militant Hezbollah group during its 2006 war with Israel, according to newly 
leaked U.S. diplomatic memos, which say the "IRC shipments of medical supplies served 
also to facilitate weapons shipments." 
 
According to one of the documents, a person whose name was not published "had seen 
missiles in the planes destined for Lebanon when delivering medical supplies to the plane." 
The plane was allegedly "half full" prior to the arrival of any medical supplies, according to 
the memo. 
 
Hezbollah and Israel fought a 34-day war that killed 1,200 Lebanese and 160 Israelis. 
The more than 250,000 classified State Department documents were released Sunday by 
online whistleblower WikiLeaks. 
 
A Hezbollah spokesman declined to comment, saying he had yet not read the document. 
Iran, whose ties to Hezbollah date back nearly 30 years, allegedly funds the militant group, 
sending millions of dollars a year, and is suspected of supplying much of its arsenal. 
Paul Conneally, a spokesman for the International Federation of Red Cross and Red 
Crescent Societies, said the Geneva-based body took the allegations against one of its 
members very seriously. 
 
"We will of course discuss it with the Iranian Red Crescent, but for now they remain 
allegations which are unsubstantiated to the best of our knowledge, and based on a source 
who is not named," Conneally told The Associated Press. 
 
Conneally said the Iranian Red Crescent had been contacted by Britain's Guardian 
newspaper ahead of the publication of the memo. "They denied those allegations 
vociferously," he said. 
 
The IFRC, which represents 186 national societies and is a separate organization from the 
International Committee of the Red Cross, relies heavily on its status as a neutral 
organization. 
 
"We have very strict rules and regulations on the use of our emblem," said Conneally. "It is 
the integrity of the use of the emblem which we depend on for access to humanitarian 
situations around the world." 
 
Conneally said the IFRC hadn't previously been contacted by U.S. officials before the memo 
was leaked. "It was most definitely news to us." 
 
During the monthlong conflict in Lebanon, Hezbollah fired nearly 4,000 rockets at northern 
Israel, including several medium-range missiles that for the first time hit Israel's third-
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largest city, Haifa. Israeli weaponry, including warplanes, destroyed areas in southern and 
eastern Lebanon and Hezbollah's stronghold of Dahiyeh in southern Beirut. 
 
The New York Times, which along with several European publications was provided 
advanced access to the documents, reported that they describe the United States' failure to 
prevent Syria from supplying arms to Hezbollah. 
 
It said a week after Syrian President Bashar Assad promised a top State Department official 
that he would not send new arms to Hezbollah, the United States complained that it had 
information that Syria was providing increasingly sophisticated weapons to the group. 
Syria, like Iran, is one of Hezbollah's strongest backers and much of the militant group's 
weapons are reportedly smuggled through Syria's long border. Damascus is also Iran's 
closest ally in the Arab world. 
Associated Press Writer Frank Jordans in Geneva contributed to this report. 
Copyright © 2010 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. 
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PolicyWatch #1722 

Potential Iranian Responses to NATO's Missile Defense Shield 
By Michael Eisenstadt 
November 19, 2010 

The new "Strategic Concept" that NATO is expected to adopt at its Lisbon summit this 
weekend offers the advantage of an early initial capability to defend Europe against the 
emerging Iranian ballistic missile threat, even though -- in deference to Turkish 
sensibilities -- NATO is not expected to identify Iran as the source of the threat. For now, 
the Islamic Republic is unable to reach targets in Eastern Europe, but that could change as 
early as 2012 if Tehran decides to commence production of the medium-range Sajjil-2 
missile. And because the NATO concept hinges first on the deployment of ship-based 
missile systems to the eastern Mediterranean, followed later by the deployment of land-
based interceptors, it entails certain vulnerabilities that Iran could exploit in the near term. 
 
Elements of the NATO Missile Defense Architecture 
NATO's plan for a "territorial" missile defense (combining the Obama administration's 
"Phased Adaptive Approach" to defending Europe with NATO's "Active Layered Theatre 
Ballistic Missile Defence") depends initially on the one or two Aegis destroyers or cruisers 
that have been deployed to the eastern Mediterranean since 2009 (which might also be 
needed for contingencies involving Israel). These are expected to be supplemented by 
additional Aegis ships as they become available, as well as by a land-based X-band radar 
system in Bulgaria or Turkey in 2011 and land-based Standard SM-3 interceptors (a 
variant of the type aboard the Aegis ships) in Romania by 2015 and Poland by 2018. 
Because this missile defense architecture will reduce Iran's future ability to threaten 
Europe, Tehran might seek ways to degrade or defeat it -- perhaps with help from its allies, 
the Lebanese Hizballah and Syria. 
 
Iran's Lebanese Forward Base 
Hizballah is Tehran's closest ally in its efforts to undermine Israel, deter attacks on its 
nuclear infrastructure, and reshape regional geopolitics. Relations between the two were 
further strengthened by Iranian president Mahmoud Ahmadinezhad's October 2010 visit to 
Lebanon. 

Hizballah is part and parcel of Iran's deterrent complex vis-a-vis Israel. To this end, Tehran 
has supplied many of the 40,000 rockets in the group's arsenal, as well as Mirsad- and 
Ababil-series reconnaissance and combat unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and C-802 
shore-based antiship missiles. Syria is likewise believed to have provided the group with 
short- and long-range rockets, and perhaps several Scud missiles to strengthen its 
deterrent posture (though the missiles and their crews are reportedly still in Syria). 
 
Over the past three decades, Hizballah has conducted a number of highly sensitive 
operations in conjunction with Iran's security services. These include a series of bombings 
in Paris in 1986, aimed at pressuring France into halting arms sales to Iraq; the 1992 
assassination of Iranian Kurdish opposition leaders in Berlin; the 1996 Khobar Towers 
barracks bombing against U.S. forces in Saudi Arabia; and, since 2003, the arming and 

http://guest.cvent.com/events/mproc.aspx?m=b7423618-f604-4127-9e2b-57539e582955&t=http://www.washingtoninstitute.org/templateC10.php?CID%3d4&s=Michael+Eisenstadt
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training of Shiite insurgents involved in attacks on coalition forces in Iraq. In each case, 
Hizballah's security apparatus acted in support of Iranian national security objectives. It is 
therefore not unreasonable to assume that the group would help Iran (and Syria) counter 
NATO missile defenses in the eastern Mediterranean during a crisis or war. 
 
Toward a Rudimentary Reconnaissance-Strike Complex 
Hizballah might help Iran target the naval leg of NATO missile defenses by carrying out 
naval reconnaissance and strike activities, or by permitting Iranian personnel to stage 
operations out of the group's facilities in Lebanon. Although Hizballah naval forces have 
engaged in activities such as sea-based weapons smuggling to Gaza and Lebanon, their 
capabilities are limited, and they lack combat experience. 
 
Nevertheless, Hizballah leader Hassan Nasrallah recently warned that if Israel blockaded 
Lebanon in a future war, the group would attack Israeli naval vessels and civilian shipping, 
perhaps indicating an intention to enhance its naval warfare capability. Hizballah could 
also facilitate operations by Iran's more sophisticated and experienced naval guerilla 
warfare forces, should the latter seek a base on the eastern shores of the Mediterranean. 
 
Iran could employ various nontraditional means to locate U.S. Aegis ships, including civilian 
pleasure craft and small boats (which could operate far from Lebanese shores due to the 
area's generally favorable sea and weather conditions), reconnaissance UAVs launched 
from the decks of ships, or private planes flying out of Lebanon or elsewhere in the area. 
 
Iran and Hizballah could also attempt to strike at the Aegis ships using a variety of other 
means: 

 Exploding boats. During World War II, the Italian navy used unmanned exploding boats 
to sink the cruiser HMS York in Suda Bay, Crete. Al-Qaeda used virtually the same 
technique in its October 2000 suicide attack against the USS Cole in Yemen. Hizballah 
or Iran could employ these tactics against Aegis ships. 

 Small boats, human torpedoes, and midget submarines. Iran and Hizballah could attack 
Aegis ships using speedboats armed with machine guns, rocket-propelled grenades, 
107-millimeter rockets, or mines. They could also use human torpedoes or midget 
submarines armed with torpedoes. Iranian forces pioneered swarm attacks during the 
Iran-Iraq War, though they were not very effective against large ships. Relatively placid 
seas would permit the use of such vessels far from Lebanese shores, though it is 
unlikely that Iran and Hizballah could penetrate U.S. defenses. 

 Combat UAVs. Although Hizballah's attempts to use combat UAVs during the 2006 war 
with Israel were unsuccessful, such weapons could be launched from Lebanon or from 
boats near the Aegis ships. They are capable of delivering small payloads with 
precision, though it is unclear whether they could penetrate the close-in defenses of 
Aegis ships or their escorts in order to attack their sensitive radar arrays. 

 Short-range missiles. Hizballah's hundreds of M600 missiles and its handful of Scud 
missiles (with ranges of 250 and 300-500 kilometers, respectively) are probably not 
accurate enough to be effective against ships, even if armed with submunition 
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warheads intended to damage their radar arrays. Iran has used missiles with such 
warheads against naval targets during exercises in the Gulf. Russia's potential delivery 
to Syria of the 300-kilometer-range Yakhont antiship cruise missile could pose a much 
greater threat to the Aegis ships if such missiles are transferred to Hizballah. 

 

Friends in High Places 
Hizballah might also receive informal assistance from the Lebanese Armed Forces (LAF). 
When the group attacked the Israeli corvette INS Hanit during the 2006 war, it reportedly 
benefited from targeting information provided by Lebanese coastal observers or radar 
sites. More recently, the LAF has reportedly helped Hizballah roll up several Israeli spy 
rings using technology provided by Western firms. Although the LAF leadership might be 
loath to provide the group with targeting intelligence due to possible ramifications for U.S. 
assistance to Lebanon, sympathizers within the LAF might secretly do so. 
 
Conclusions 
Although Iran currently lacks a missile capable of reaching Europe, it would be able to hit 
targets in up to six eastern European countries if it opted to produce the Sajjil-2, which it 
tested in 2009 and which could become operational as early as 2012. In that scenario, Iran 
would probably not have enough missiles at first to saturate and overwhelm NATO missiles 
defenses -- its preferred countermeasure. For this reason, Tehran might be tempted to 
target the defenses' sea-based leg in the eastern Mediterranean, launching attacks from 
Lebanon in conjunction with Hizballah. 
 
Given the relatively small number of Aegis ships in the U.S. Navy, the small number of SM-3 
interceptors, and worldwide demands for the vessels, NATO could face a window of 
vulnerability until the first land-based SM-1s are deployed in Eastern Europe in 2015. Until 
then, any Aegis in the area might be a tempting target during a crisis or war. Thus, NATO 
should not assume that the sea-based phase of its missile defenses will operate unopposed. 
In particular, its naval forces should not fall victim to the combination of complacency and 
arrogance that has sometimes enabled small, unconventional forces to inflict painful blows 
against larger, more capable conventional navies. 
 
Although Iran and Hizballah are not currently positioned to disrupt Aegis operations in the 
eastern Mediterranean, Tehran could alter that situation simply by deploying its existing 
naval special warfare assets to Lebanon. Tehran may also wish to disrupt any U.S. effort to 
augment Israeli missile defenses with the Aegis in the event of a war between Israel and 
Iran. In either case, a surprise attack by Iranian and Hizballah naval forces could 
temporarily disrupt Aegis operations, although at high cost to both. Even without such 
disruption, the dramatic images created by an attack against Aegis ships or their escorts 
might enable Tehran to claim a propaganda victory, and perhaps shake NATO's confidence 
in the missile shield. 
 
Finally, the possibility that Iran might use Lebanon as a staging ground for operations in 
the eastern Mediterranean should draw the attention of NATO. Now more than ever, the 
alliance has a compelling interest in the outcome of the ongoing power struggle between 
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Hizballah and its Lebanese political rivals, and a stake in supporting the latter. 
 
Michael Eisenstadt is director of the Military and Security Studies Program at The 
Washington Institute. 
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Israeli Missile Expert: Tel Aviv Vulnerable to Hizballah, Syrian Missiles 

GMP20101116739001 Tel Aviv Channel 10 Television Online in Hebrew 1837 GMT 15 Nov 

10 

[Report by Alon Ben-David: "1,500 Missiles Likely To Hit Tel Aviv in Next War"] 

Israel's cultural capital has become increasingly threatened in recent years by missiles and 
rockets.  At an aerospace conference in Jerusalem, Uzi Rubin, one of Israel's senior missile 
experts, said that some 1,500 missiles and rockets already threaten Tel Aviv from Lebanon, 
Syria, Iran, and Gaza.  To illustrate, Rubin took a map of Tel Aviv and drew on it a map of its 
vulnerability to a barrage of 10 heavy rockets with 500-kg warheads that will be aimed at 
the Defense Ministry and General Staff in the Defense Ministry compound.  "The capability 
of the other side today, of Hizballah and the Syrians, includes selecting targets in Tel Aviv," 
he explained.  Of the residents who live in the area, Rubin said that he "hopes they have a 
good safe room." 
 
Rubin has been studying the Hizballah and Syrian missile buildup for years, and he 
recommends listening carefully to the threats by Hizballah leader Hasan Nasrallah at the 
beginning of the year.  "If you destroy a building in Dahiya, we will destroy buildings in Tel 
Aviv," the organization's secretary general said then.  "I want to tell the Israelis: If you 
bomb Rafiq al-Hariri International Airport in Beirut, we will bomb Ben-Gurion Airport in 
Tel Aviv," Nasrallah threatened. 
 
"Two years before that, this was mere talk, he didn't have the capability," explained 
Rubin.  "Today, the capability is being built.  It is our ports, power stations, transportation 
centers, and army command centers that are in danger.  In situations like this, I don't think 
we will be able to continue eating sushi in State Square in Tel Aviv, and for anyone who 
wants to go on a ski vacation, Ben-Gurion Airport will probably be out of action, so he will 
have to postpone it." 
 
Rubin warned that Israel is spending too little on defense.  The IDF has bought only two 
batteries of the Iron Dome system, each of which can protect a medium-sized city.  No 
decision has been made yet on acquiring an additional battery.  The Magic Wand program, 
which is intended to deal with heavy rockets, is two years away from operational 
capability, which means that the protection that Israeli citizens have against missiles is 
only very partial. 
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Kuwaiti Paper: Hizballah Possesses Advanced Iranian-Controlled Air Drone 

System 

GMP20101108195001 Kuwait Al-Siyasah Online in Arabic 06 Nov 10 

[Unattributed report: "The Islamic Revolution Guards Defies the Lebanese by Air With the 
Remote Controlled 'Karrar' and 'Ra'd' Air Drone System; Hizballah Provided With System 
Which Cannot Be Used Without the Order of the Iranian Supreme Leader"] 

Sources close to high-ranking military personnel inside Hizballah have revealed to Al-
Siyasah Hizballah's possession of a comprehensive aerial weapons system which includes 
three types of remote controlled planes.  This comes amid ever mounting Western criticism 
of Hizballah for strengthening its military arsenal -- thanks to unlimited support from 
Tehran and Damascus which in itself foresees the breakout of a conflict in the region.  The 
West has also criticized the recent information about a weapons depot belonging to 
Hizballah deep inside Syrian territory with the accompanying supply routes.  The most 
important of these planes is, undoubtedly, the Iranian "Karrar" air drone, capable of flying 
long distances at incredible speed while hitting targets on the ground. 

Sources clarified that this system constitutes one of the most important surprises that the 
party Secretary General Hasan Nasrallah has been threatening to use against Israel during 
any future confrontation.  These sources pointed out that the party's possession of this 
system and its training in its usage are among the lessons learned from the 2006 July 
war.  At that time, Hizballah did not have any such weapons system to counter Israeli 
military superiority in the air. 

According to the aforementioned sources, the air force of the Islamic Revolution Guards 
stands strongly behind the party's acquisition of this system, having allocated large budgets 
for this purpose.  Over the last few years, it has sent dozens of specialists in the field of air 
drones to build this system in a way that is appropriate to meet the needs of 
Hizballah.  This includes training the personnel of the party in its usage and how to control 
it. 

Supposedly, this aerial system, operated by Hizballah and Iranian military personnel, will 
be the strongest answer to Israel should it bomb Iranian or Hizballah targets in 
Lebanon.  This is why its complete or partial operation can only be done by order of the 
Supreme Leader of the Islamic revolution, Ali Khamene'i. 

The sources explained that the system includes three types of air drones: 

1.  Chinese-made air drones that the Iranians have inspected before their acquisition by the 
party, in addition to fitting them with instruments which answer the party's needs. 

2.  Remote-controlled, long-range, Iranian-made "Karrar" air drones, which can reach 1,000 
km while flying with a jet engine.  It can carry a bomb to destroy a target.  These planes are 
incredibly fast and are able to carry out several military tasks. 

https://www.opensource.gov/wiki/display/nmp/Al-Siyasah+Online
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3.  Iranian-made "Ra'd" air drones capable of destroying targets with extraordinary 
precision. 

The sources revealed that Hizballah keeps this system in the Al-Biqa region, east Lebanon, 
where it holds training sessions in its operation.  These include the possibility of using it for 
tasks within Lebanon.  Some of the air drones have been modified to include special 
equipment to allow it to carry out these types of tasks. 

Over the past few years, Iran has been able to develop numerous models of air drones to 
carry out a variety of tasks such as the "Ababil" and "Muhajir" models.  However, the 
"Karrar," which was unveiled last August, is the most developed and effective of the air 
drones, hence revealing the high technological capability Iran has acquired in this field. 

On the other hand, Western sources consider that the revelation of Hizballah's possession 
of this aerial weapon system has exposed the most important cards it holds for any future 
confrontation with Israel, while underlining that the "Karrar" air drone is deemed the 
backbone of this system. 
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Arms shipment found in Nigeria loaded in Iran: firm 

By Susan Njanji (AFP) – 7 hours ago 

LAGOS — An illegal arms shipment including rockets and grenades discovered in Nigeria 
this week was loaded in Iran by an Iranian trader, the firm that operates the vessel that 
delivered it said on Friday. 

Security agents this week intercepted 13 containers declared as building materials and 
discharged from the CMA CGM Everest vessel at the country's busiest port of Apapa in 
Nigeria's economic hub of Lagos. 

"The shipment in question was booked as a 'shippers owned container' and supplied 
loaded and sealed by the shipper, an Iranian trader who does not appear on any 'forbidden 
persons' listing," said CMA CGM, which operates the Marshall Islands-flagged vessel. 

CMA CGM, based in France, said the containers were loaded in Bandar Abbas, a southern 
port city of Iran, and discharged in Lagos in July. 

But last week the shipper asked to have the containers reloaded and sent to the Gambia, a 
tiny west African country wedged inside Senegal, according to the firm. 

Clearance had been obtained before Nigerian customs intervened and halted the shipment, 
according to CMA CGM. 

Iranian embassy officials in Nigeria refused to comment, saying a statement would be 
issued later. 

A Nigerian intelligence agency spokeswoman has said authorities were on heightened alert 
following October 1 twin car bombings in the capital that killed at least 12 people. 

Ten of the containers opened so far contain an array of weaponry, customs spokesman 
Wale Adeniyi said, despite being declared as building materials. 

CMA CGM said it has been cleared of any involvement in the illegal shipment and called 
itself the "victim of (a) false cargo declaration." 

Two people have reportedly been arrested in connection with the cargo, but security 
officials have not confirmed the reports. 

Authorities have publicly refused to speculate on the origins or destination of the shipment, 
coming just months before presidential elections, but have heightened port security. 
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"Certainly security at the ports has been beefed up and we are trying to move up ahead ... 
and tighten our own systems to block such shipments," Adeniyi told AFP. 

Regarding paperwork for the shipment that contained the weapons, Adeniyi said "the 
documents were irregular... and we felt that the names given on them were false." 

Precise quantities of the weapons will be known after all the containers are opened, he 
said. 

So far, the 10 examined contained "similar contents -- mortars, grenades, light ammunition 
and of course tiles," said Adeniyi. 

The ship's last port of call before arriving in Nigeria was India's Jawaharlal Nehru port near 
Mumbai, the customs service has said. The vessel berthed in the Nigerian port on July 10 
and sailed out on July 15. 

Illegal weapons are widespread in Nigeria, and the discovery has sparked fresh concerns 
with presidential elections set to be held early next year. Ballots have frequently been 
tainted by violence in the oil-rich nation. 

Militants in the Niger Delta, the country's main oil-producing region, have carried out 
scores of attacks there in recent years. 

The Movement for the Emancipation of the Niger Delta, the country's most prominent 
militant group, claimed the October 1 car bombings. 

A series of attacks have also been carried out by suspected members of an Islamist sect, 
known as Boko Haram, in the country's north in recent months. 
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Nigeria: Seized Weapons Linked to Palestine 

Francis Ugwoke And Chinazor Megbolu With Agency Report 

28 October 2010 

 
The large shipment of arms intercepted by security agents at the Apapa Port, Lagos on 

Tuesday may have taken an international dimension as it emerged yesterday that the 

seized weapons were actually heading for Hamas-controlled Gaza Strip in Palestine. 

Israeli officials said the military-grade armaments came from Iran and were bound for the 
Gaza Strip. 

According to Associated Press (AP), the Israeli military officials would not provide evidence 
to support their claims, citing "security concerns". 

However, the information would seem to conflict with claims by customs officials that the 
weaponry, which included 107 mm artillery rockets, were to be brought into the oil-rich 
West African nation. 

The Israeli officials, AP said, spoke on condition of anonymity as they were not allowed to 
speak with journalists. 

Iran remains a bitter enemy of Israel and is known to support Islamic militant groups in 
Lebanon and Gaza that are in a state of war with the Jewish state. 

In 2008, Israel launched a military campaign against Iran-backed militants in Gaza in an 
attempt to stop years of almost daily rocket attacks on southern Israel. 

Ismail Radwan, a Hamas leader in Gaza, denied the weapons were headed to Gaza. 

State Security Service (SSS) Spokeswoman Marilyn Ogar failed to respond to enquiries by 
THISDAY last night on the position of the Israeli officials. 

Customs Public Relations Officer Wale Adeniyi also refused to comment on the issue. 

SSS had on Tuesday intercepted a arms shipment containing "rocket launchers, grenades 
and other explosives," at the Apapa Wharf, Lagos, the largest shipping port in the country. 

The service said the shipment was in 13 containers. The artillery rockets like those often 
used by the Taliban in Afghanistan filled the shipment intercepted as security agents on 
Wednesday allowed journalists to see the seized 107 mm rockets, rifle rounds and other 
weapons. 
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SSS had said the shipment contained grenades, explosives, mortars and possibly rocket 
launchers. 

The Customs Service had said the MV CMA-CGM Everest dropped the weapons off on July 
10. 

Adeniyi said the ship last stopped at Mumbai's Jawaharlal Nehru Port before coming to 
Nigeria. 

The spokesman said security officials became suspicious of the containers as the shipment 
did not have proper documentation. 

However, it initially appeared that the cargo was to have remained in Nigeria, he said. 

The containers had "been on ground since July 10. There have been some attempts to clear 
them" for importation into Nigeria, Adeniyi had said. 

"We understand later that there was an application to re-export them," he added. 

The Everest, a cargo ship registered in the Marshall Islands, is chartered by CMA-CGM, a 

shipping company based in France. 

In a statement yesterday, CMA-CGM said the containers holding the weapons were owned 

by the firm that shipped them. 

The shipping company said the manifest for the weapons described the shipment as 

"packages of glasswool and pallets of stone". 

The containers "were supplied, loaded and sealed by the shipper, delivered to the port of 

loading for transportation and remained sealed during the whole transportation process", 

CMA-CGM's statement read. "The seals were fully intact upon discharge in Nigeria." 

The company declined to comment further, other than to say it had cooperated with 

Nigerian security services. 

In the hands of highly trained troops, the 107 mm artillery rockets can accurately hit 

targets as far as eight and a half kilometers away, killing everything within about 40 feet. 

Fighters in Afghanistan and Iraq have used similar rockets against U.S. troops. 

China, the United States, and Russia manufacture versions of the rocket, as does Iran - 

which calls the weapon a Katyusha rocket. 

In 2006, the Islamic militant group Hezbollah fired nearly 4,000 Katyusha rockets across 
Israel's Northern border, some of which fell as far as 55 miles (90 kilometers) inside Israel. 
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Meanwhile, an Iranian businessman with chains of business in Nigeria alleged to be the 
mastermind of the arsenal of seized weapon is said to have gone into hiding. 

He is said to have sought temporary residence at the Iranian Embassy in Nigeria . 

An Iranian Embassy official decline to confirm if he was with them, if he would be handed 
over to security agency. 

Customs Comptroller-General, Alhaji Inde Dikko Abdullahi, has, however, explained why 
the service rejected the application filed by the shipping company asking for change of 
manifest of the arms shipment. 

Sources said the importer decided to apply for change of manifest of the cargo when it 
became clear that the customs service would not allow the clearance at the port. 

This was after the containers had been stemmed to a bonded terminal located near Ijora, 
Lagos. 

The shipping company was said to have transferred the containers back to Apapa Port to 
begin the process of manifest change when the SSS intercepted the goods. 

It was gathered that the containers would have left for The Gambia if the shipping company 
had secured approval for the change of manifest. 

The source said that containers were awaiting the approval of the application for manifest 
change as well as export procedure for the goods to leave the country. 

Abdullahi spoke when he visited the Apapa Port to assess the arms shipment. 

The Customs boss explained that since the service operates automated system, it was easy 
to discover that the importer abused the procedure, adding that this was what eventually 
led to the seizure. 

 

 

He identified the absence of Form M as well as the mandatory Risk Assessment Report 
(RAR) as among the things that made the service become alert over the cargo. 

He commended security operatives for the combined effort in the seizure of the 13 
containers of arms shipment into the country. 
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The comptroller-general said the various security operatives displayed a show of solidarity, 
diligence and competence in the interception of the containers. 

"In fact, this is the spirit of intense relationship," he said. 

He called on Nigerians to show confidence in their leaders, adding, "this is the only way we 
can move forward". 

As at the time of filing this report, security operatives at the port led by officers and men of 
the SSS had examined eight containers of the heinous consignment. 
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Can Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps Maintain its Operational 

Capability in a Sanctions Regime? 

Publication: Terrorism Monitor Volume: 8 Issue: 38 

October 21, 2010 01:25 PM Age: 8 days 

By: Chris Zambelis 

 
Senior Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps official Mojtaba Zonnour. 

The lasting impact of the latest round of sanctions slapped on Iran in June by the United 
Nations Security Council followed by an additional and more stringent unilateral sanctions 
regime levied by the United States – the chief proponent of sanctions – and the European 
Union (EU) over its uranium-enrichment program is unclear.  To date, U.S.-led efforts to 
punish Iran and countries and companies that do business with Iran have yielded mixed 
results.  The latest measures ostensibly target Iran’s domestic energy and financial sectors. 
While upholding the intricate web of sanctions already in place against scores of Iranian 
companies, institutions, and citizens, the newest sanctions target companies that sell 
gasoline, jet fuel, and other refined petroleum products to Iran, as well as companies 
investing in Iran’s energy sector and other areas of the economy. Due to inadequate 
domestic refining capacity, Iran depends heavily on imports of gasoline and other refined 
petroleum products. The sanctions package also goes after a number of companies, 
institutions, and citizens linked to Iran’s political and security establishment.  Underlying 
the latest round of sanctions is the singling out of the business activities of Iran’s Sepah-e-
Pasdaran-e-Enghelab-e-Islami (Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps – IRGC) in an effort to 
decrease its operational capabilities.  [1] 
 
Targeting the IRGC 
 
As the locus of Iranian conventional and asymmetric military power, the IRGC is the subject 
of widespread interest alongside the Islamic Republic’s regular armed forces.  The IRGC’s 
domestic and international military and intelligence capabilities run the gamut from 
infantry, air, and naval forces to elite sections such as its Quds (Jerusalem) Force – a unit 
responsible for the IRGC’s special operations outside of Iran over the years, including 
operations in theaters such as Lebanon, Iraq, Afghanistan, Bosnia-Herzegovina, and 
Sudan.  The IRGC is also linked in varying degrees to Hezbollah in Lebanon and Shi’a 
militias and political parties in Iraq.  The discovery of Iranian-made weapons and 
explosives in the hands of Taliban insurgents in Afghanistan has also prompted U.S. officials 
to implicate the IRGC in supporting militants in Afghanistan (see Terrorism Monitor, 

http://www.jamestown.org/articles-by-author/?no_cache=1&tx_cablanttnewsstaffrelation_pi1%5bauthor%5d=316
http://www.jamestown.org/index.php?eID=tx_cms_showpic&file=uploads/pics/Mojtaba_Zonnour__senior_IRGC_official.jpg&width=500m&height=500&bodyTag=<body bgColor="
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November 6, 2009).  An unclassified April 2010 report by the U.S. Defense Intelligence 
Agency (DIA) also accused the IRGC – and specifically the Quds Force – of expanding its 
presence across Latin America, especially in Venezuela. [2] The IRGC is also responsible for 
commanding Iran’s strategic ballistic missile inventories and other advanced weapons 
platforms (Press TV [Tehran], August 21).  The IRGC is heavily involved in advancing Iran’s 
robust domestic defense industry through the development and deployment of indigenous 
weapons systems (Press TV, April 22, August 26).  Furthermore, the IRGC commands the 
Basij (Mobilization), a network of volunteer paramilitary militias that operate in various 
capacities within Iran (see Terrorism Monitor, July 17, 2009).   
 
Economic and Business Activities 
 
In addition to its operational military capacity, the IRGC is also involved in a wide array of 
economic and business activities inside Iran and abroad.  The precise nature and scope of 
the IRGC’s stake in the economic and business sectors is difficult to ascertain and remains a 
subject of dispute.  The implications of the IRGC’s influence in Iran’s crucial energy sector 
(Iran boasts the world’s third-largest proven oil reserves and the world’s second-largest 
reserves of natural gas) and in other sectors of the Iranian economy consistently draw the 
attention of business risk and trade publications (Oilprice.com, May 21).  Politicized 
accounts in policy, media, and research circles tend to treat the IRGC as a kind of 
multinational corporation that exists to enrich ranking members of the group so as to 
ensure their loyalty to the clerical regime.  Yet there is little evidence to indicate that the 
IRGC’s priorities have strayed from the primary objectives laid out by its founders after the 
Iranian Revolution of 1979: defending the Islamic Republic and projecting Iranian influence 
in the Middle East and beyond.  
 
The IRGC operates a number of major commercial enterprises in the open, including the 
massive Khatam al-Anbia (KAA) engineering and construction concern.  The KAA has a 
hand in major energy and infrastructure projects across Iran valued in the billions of 
dollars (AFP, May 28).  Employing tens of thousands of Iranians directly and indirectly and 
boasting numerous affiliates and subsidiaries in a number of different sectors – many of 
which have been targeted in the latest sanctions package – the KAA is one of the Islamic 
Republic’s largest companies (Asharq al-Awsat, August 24, 2007).  The newest sanctions 
regime imposes an expansion of existing restrictions on Iranian citizens and institutions, as 
well as affiliates and subsidiaries of IRGC-linked companies, particularly firms linked to the 
KAA.  In an apparent attempt to showcase the IRGC’s technical savvy in the energy sector, 
IRGC Brigadier General and KAA head Rostam Qasemi offered to lend the expertise of the 
IRGC in containing oil spills to the United States and British Petroleum during the height of 
the oil spill that affected the Gulf of Mexico (Tehran Times, June 22).  Qasemi’s offer of 
assistance came in spite of the fact that U.S. authorities hit Qasemi, the KAA, and four KAA 
subsidiaries with sanctions in February 2010 (al-Jazeera, February 11).  The IRGC was 
certainly aware that Washington would reject its offer of assistance.  Its decision to go 
ahead and reach out publicly to the United States amid the domestic tensions over the Gulf 
oil spill was likely a political ploy designed to embarrass the Obama administration.   
 
The June 2010 sanctions cite scores of entities and individuals. According to UN Security 
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Council Resolution 1929, a network of fifteen companies purported to be “owned, 
controlled, or acting on behalf” of the IRGC have been named in the sanctions 
package.  Additional Iranian individuals and firms were also cited by UNSCR 1929 for 
sanctions due to their purported roles in nuclear and ballistic missile proliferation 
activities, terrorist finance, and other transgressions (see United Nations Security Council 
Resolution 1929, UNSC/9948, June 9).  The companies named in the sanctions range from 
oil and gas firms to banking, mining, and shipping concerns.  In addition, ranking members 
of the IRGC, including IRGC commanders Mohammed Reza Zahedi and Hussein Musavi and 
senior officer Hassan Mortezavi, have also been singled out for censure by the United States 
over their purported roles in supporting the Taliban insurgency in Afghanistan and other 
militant activities.  Hushang Allahdad, an IRGC financial officer charged with handling the 
group’s operations in the Levant, is also named in the U.S. sanctions (al-Jazeera, August 4; 
see U.S. Department of Treasury Press Report, August 3).   
 
The IRGC is not new to sanctions; five individuals and nine entities associated with the 
IRGC’s Quds Force, for instance – along with other individuals and entities linked to Iranian 
the intelligence services, banking, and defense institutions – were cited by U.S. authorities 
in 2007 in a unilateral sanctions package for aiding and abetting the Taliban in Afghanistan 
and other militant groups in the region and for proliferation activities linked to advancing 
Iran’s nuclear aspirations (see U.S. Department of Treasury Press Report, October 25, 
2007).  The IRGC’s economic activities are often closely linked to Iran’s nuclear program, 
specifically alleged efforts by Tehran to procure vital technology and knowledge from 
abroad through a network of front companies and their corresponding associates and 
subsidiaries who act to circumvent sanctions and export control measures aimed at 
preventing Iran from importing the items required to further its nuclear program.  In a 
further attempt to pressure the IRGC, the United States unilaterally introduced an 
additional series of sanctions against the leadership in September 2010 over allegations 
that they engaged in human rights abuses during the unrest that followed the June 2009 
presidential elections. Unilateral financial and travel bans were issued against IRGC 
commander Mohammed Ali Jafari and his deputy for intelligence Hussein Taeb, who were 
only two among eight IRGC and other ranking Iranian officials targeted in the newest 
sanctions package (Press TV, September 29). 
 
Assessing Impact  
 
Iran’s overall position is emboldened by its role as a crucial source of oil and natural gas to 
some of the world’s largest and most influential economies, making U.S. efforts to achieve a 
broad and enforceable consensus within the international community to shun Iran 
extremely difficult if not impossible (see Eurasia Daily Monitor, July 30).  Tehran has also 
been proactive in addressing emerging problems stemming from the imposition of 
sanctions.  Where the sanctions are seemingly making an impact on the domestic front, for 
instance, Iranian authorities have passed measures aimed at limiting imports in an effort to 
boost domestic production and reduce the need for imports (Tehran Times, August 26).  
 
On the surface, the targeting of the IRGC’s ability to conduct business and, by extension, 
raise funds would appear to signal an effort on the part of the United States and its partners 
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to undermine both the IRGC’s political influence and ability to defend Iran.  As a country 
that has been subject to decades of sanctions, Iran has proven skilled at circumventing U.S.-
led attempts to enlist the international community to hem it in.  With an emphasis on self-
sufficiency, Iran’s domestic arms industry has grown adept at developing indigenous 
systems that rely on locally-engineered technologies and Iranian-built and often modified 
variants of reverse engineered foreign weapons systems (Fars News Agency [Tehran], July 
22; July 17).  
 
Russia’s recent decision to renege on its commitment to supply Iran with advanced S-300 
long-range surface-to-air missile defense systems after initially agreeing to sell the missiles 
under an $800 million contract is an example of the obstacles Tehran’s domestic arms 
industry is designed to mitigate (Press TV, October 10).  Iran has already announced plans 
to develop its own long-range missile defense capability to replace the S-300 systems that 
were never delivered (Fars News Agency, September 26).  Moreover, the IRGC Navy 
received a squadron of domestically-produced Bavar-2 flying boats in September (Press 
TV, September 28). Also in September, the IRGC Air Force received the third generation of 
the Fateh short-range ballistic missile system (Press TV, September 28).  In August, Tehran 
delivered twelve Zolfaqhar class speedboats to the IRGC capable of launching torpedoes 
and missiles; the IRGC plans to mass produce the Zolfaqhar, as well as the Seraj-1, another 
high-speed combat boat, by 2011 (Press TV, August 10).  Iran inaugurated its latest long-
range combat unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), dubbed the Karrar, in August; two other 
combat UAVs entered into production in February (Press TV, August 10).     
 
The multitude of sanctions targeting the IRGC (and Iran as a whole) presents a series of 
challenges to the group’s operational capacity.  In comparison to the requirements of large 
conventional forces, the nature of the IRGC’s military and intelligence structures rely 
heavily on asymmetric doctrines, strategies, and technologies revolving in particular 
around naval- and missile-based warfare methods that are not capital-intensive (Fars News 
Agency, September 29; Fars News Agency September 28).  In addition to introducing new 
weapons systems into its arsenal, the IRGC also claims to conduct advanced training for its 
forces and to provide its ranks with key equipment upgrades (Fars News Agency, June 
29).  While declaring what they see as Iran’s position as the “most powerful” country in the 
Middle East, IRGC officials are also quick to boast of Iran’s ability to adapt its defense 
posture and employ asymmetric concepts to defend against technologically superior 
adversaries (Press TV, September 13; Fars News Agency, September 23; Fars News Agency, 
September 9).   
 
The IRGC also regularly threatens to retaliate in response to a U.S. or Israeli attack against 
Iran; the IRGC has threatened to strike 32 U.S. military bases in the Middle East and to close 
the Strait of Hormuz, the strategic waterway that links the Persian Gulf to the Gulf of Oman 
and the Arabian Sea, through which approximately 40 percent of the world’s seaborne oil 
passes daily (Fars News Agency, August 22).  Because of the IRGC’s crucial role in Iranian 
defense, Tehran will also surely redirect funds usually earmarked to support other sectors 
to maintain the group’s capabilities. At the same time, any diversion of funds from other 
sectors to bolster the IRGC has the potential to cause instability. As the sanctions target the 
networks of front companies and subsidiaries attached to IRGC firms, Tehran is also likely 
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to establish new front companies and subsidiaries to circumvent sanctions blacklists.  In 
this regard, – at least in the near- to medium-terms – a further clampdown against the 
IRGC’s economic wing will have a negligible impact on the group’s ability to defend Iran 
against a potential U.S. or Israeli attack or to further other Iranian interests.  
 
Notes: 
 
1. See United Nations Security Council Resolution 1929, UNSC/9948, June 9, 2010. 
2. In an effort to undermine U.S.-led efforts to isolate it in the international community, Iran 
has expanded its diplomatic and economic presence across Latin America and the 
Caribbean, especially in countries such as Venezuela and others that have emerged to 
challenge the U.S. position in the region. See “Iran’s Military Power,” Statement before the 
Committee on Armed Services, United States Senate, April 14, 2010, Lieutenant General 
Ronald L. Burgess, Jr., United States Army, Director, Defense Intelligence Agency, armed-
services.senate.gov/statemnt/2010/04%20April/Burgess%2004-14-10.pdf . 
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US says Syria, Iran, Hezbollah endanger Lebanon 

By EDITH M. LEDERER 
The Associated Press 
Thursday, October 28, 2010; 2:14 PM  

UNITED NATIONS -- The United States on Thursday accused the militant group Hezbollah 
and its allies Iran and Syria of attempting to endangerLebanon's stability and undermine its 
independence, and a U.N. envoy warned that the Mideast is at "an extremely critical 
juncture." 

U.S. Ambassador Susan Rice singled out Syria for displaying "flagrant disregard" for 
Lebanon's sovereignty and political independence, citing its provision of increasingly 
sophisticated weapons to Hezbollah and other militias in violation of a U.N. resolution and 
issuance of 33 arrest warrants for senior Lebanese officials and foreigners. 

"Hezbollah remains the most significant and most heavily armed Lebanese militia," she 
said. "It could not have done so if not for Syria's aid, and facilitation of Syrian and Iranian 
arms." 

The strong U.S. stance on Syria appears to be a shift in strategy. The United States began 
reaching out to Syria soon after President Barack Obama took office, to try to lure 
Damascus away from its alliance with Iran and militant groups such as Hezbollah and the 
Palestinian Hamas. 

The administration has made repeated overtures to Damascus this year, including 
nominating the first U.S. ambassador to Syria since 2005 and sending top diplomats to 
meet with President Bashar Assad. But Syria has continued to strengthen ties with 
outspoken critics of Washington, such as Iran and Venezuela, and the U.S. overtures have 
not yielded any tangible results yet. 

Rice delivered the statement on behalf of the Obama administration to reporters outside 
the U.N. Security Council, where members were holding a closed-door meeting Thursday 
on Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon's latest report on Lebanon. 

She said the United States welcomes Ban's report, which stressed the continuing threat to 
Lebanon's sovereignty and security posed by Hezbollah and other armed militias. 

"We continue to have deep concerns about Hezbollah's destructive and destabilizing 
influence in the region as well as attempts by other foreign players, including Syria and 
Iran, to undermine Lebanon's independence and endanger its stability," Rice said. 

Syria's U.N. Ambassador Bashar Ja'afari said Rice "gave credibility to wrong facts, wrong 
information," pointing out that the secretary-general's report says senior Lebanese officials 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/world/countries/iran.html?nav=el
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/world/countries/lebanon.html?nav=el
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/world/countries/venezuela.html?nav=el
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confirmed to the U.N. Secretariat that no weapons smuggling took place across the Syria-
Lebanon border. 

U.N. envoy Terje Roed-Larsen said the United Nations has "no independent means" to look 
into weapons smuggling. 

He told reporters that naming Hezbollah, Syria or Iran would not help the situation in 
Lebanon, which needs to be de-escalated, not inflamed, but he added: "These weapons, of 
course, are not coming from the moon." 

Looking more broadly at the Mideast, Roed-Larsen warned that if Lebanon is destabilized, 
"it will have rippling effects across the region" and internationally. 

He said he told the Security Council that "this is the most critical issue of international 
peace and security today." 

"The Middle East is at an extremely critical juncture," Roed-Larsen said. 

Roed-Larsen, who deals with implementation of a 2004 Security Council resolution calling 
for Hezbollah and all other militias operating in Lebanon to be disarmed and demobilized, 
said that's why all parties in Lebanon, the region and beyond must stop "irresponsible and 
reckless rhetoric" and why all militias must be eliminated. 

Hezbollah, which boasts Lebanon's strongest armed force and is a partner in a unity 
government with parties supporting Prime Minister Saad Hariri, commands widespread 
support among Shiites and virtually runs a state-within-a-state in Shiite areas of the 
country. 

Iran, whose ties to Hezbollah date back nearly 30 years, funds the militant group to the 
tune of millions of dollars a year and is believed to supply much of its arsenal. 

Many Lebanese fear that if the U.N. tribunal investigating the 2005 assassination of former 
Prime Minister Rafik Hariri - the current prime minister's father - accuses members of 
Hezbollah in his killing, the government could collapse and clashes could erupt between 
Shiite fighters and Hariri's mainly Sunni allies. 

Hezbollah and Syria have mounted a campaign to try to undermine the tribunal by raising 
questions about its neutrality. Earlier this month, Syria's judiciary issued arrest warrants 
against 33 Lebanese officials and foreigners for allegedly misleading the investigation, 
among them figures close to Saad Hariri and the first U.N. chief investigator, Detlev Mehlis. 

Rice said Hezbollah is not accountable to Lebanon's democratic institutions. 
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"The United States urges all friends and neighbors of Lebanon to play a constructive role in 
supporting the Lebanese government in good faith," she said. "We remain firmly committed 
to a sovereign, stable and independent Lebanon with strong Lebanese institutions. This is 
the only way to secure the best interests of the Lebanese people and the region as a whole." 

--- 

Associated Press Writer Elizabeth Kennedy contributed to this report from Beirut. 
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US accuses Syria, Iran over Lebanon tensions 

1 hr 53 mins ago  
 
UNITED NATIONS (AFP) – The United States on Thursday accused Syria and Iran of fuelling 
tensions in Lebanon with arms supplies and other support for the Hezbollah militia in 
contravention of UN resolutions. 

US ambassador to the United Nations, Susan Rice, singled out Syria for sharp criticism, 
saying it has shown "flagrant disregard" for Lebanon's independence. 

She said Syria and Iran were seeking "to undermine Lebanon's independence and endanger 
stability." 

Rice said Hezbollah remains the most heavily-armed militia in Lebanon but could not do so 
"if not for Syria's aide and facilitation of Syrian and Iranian arms" in violation of UN 
Security Council resolution 1747. 

The ambassador read a US government statement as the UN Security Council debated new 
tensions in Lebanon and an attack in Beirut on Wednesday on UN investigators. 

Rice said that Syria, Iran and Hezbollah "believe that escalating sectarian tensions will help 
them assert their own authority over Lebanon. However these actors serve only to 
destabilize Lebanon and the region. 

"Syria especially has displayed flagrant disregard for the sovereignty, territorial integrity, 
unity and political independence of Lebanon under the sole and and exclusive authority of 
the Lebanese government. 

"Syria continues to provide increasingly sophisticated weapons to Lebanese militias, 
including Hezbollah" despite UN resolutions banning such supplies, Rice said. 

The Security Council debated Lebanon after a group of women attacked on Wednesday 
investigators from a UN probe into the murder of ex-premier Rafiq Hariri at a Beirut 
gynaecology clinic, snatching a briefcase but causing no injuries. 
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'Sources' Tell Italian Daily Hizballah Militiamen Died in Khorramabad Base 

Blast 

EUP20101028058005 Milan Corriere della Sera in Italian 28 Oct 10 p 15 

[Report, with comment, by Guido Olimpio: "The Incident at the Base in Iran and the 

Belarusian Missiles"] 

It was 12 October.  An explosion took place in the Iranian base of Khorramabad.  The 
authorities admitted that many pasdaran had died, but in actual fact, other sources claim 
that also six Lebanese Hizballah operatives were killed in the explosion while a further 15 
were injured. 

According to diplomatic sources, the militiamen were taking part in antiaircraft missile 
training, a program organized by the pasdaran amid the strictest secrecy.  A special entity, 
possibly linked to the Al-Qods Army, handled the militiamen's transfer from Lebanon and 
the casualties' return home.  Tehran claims that the explosion was an accident while the 
regime's opponents have hinted at sabotage.  The pasdaran, on the other hand, are not 
ruling out the possibility that the cause may have been technical in nature. 

That is why they want to talk to the supplier, Belarus.  That Eastern European country 
began selling arms to the Iranians in the Russians' place after signing an agreement in 
2009.  It is significant that it supplied an S300, a sophisticated antiaircraft missile which 
Moscow initially promised to the ayatollahs -- there was a contract -- but it then reneged on 
its promise for diplomatic reasons.  The Belarusians have gotten their foot in that breach 
and filled the void, but they have been insisting on the utmost confidentiality:  The Kremlin 
might not be happy with the arrangement. 

According to information gathered, Iran has received several kind of missiles, which it has 
turned over to its Lebanese ally Hizballah.  The list includes 20 "Strela 2" missiles, two SA 
16 systems, three SA 15 systems, and an SA 18 system. 

The constant influx of arms destined for Hizballah is being tracked with great concern in 
Washington.  The United States fears that Lebanon may become the theater of a new 
military clash, the spark for which might be provided by the inquiry into former Prime 
Minister Rafiq al-Hariri's murder:  The UN investigating committee is said to collected 
evidence of the pro-Iranian militiamen's involvement. 

 
 
[Description of Source: Milan Corriere della Sera in Italian -- leading centrist daily; largest 
circulation of Italian dailies] 
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Greek Weekly Views Iranian 'Influence' in Lebanon After Ahmadinezhad Visit 

EUP20101026142001 Athens To Vima tis Kiriakis in Greek 17 Oct 10 p 39 

[Commentary by Jean-Marie Colombani: "What Did Ahmadinezhad Want in Beirut?"] 

The visit of Mahmud Ahmadinezhad to Lebanon is an event that contributes to increased 
tension in the Middle East.  In Beirut a jubilant crowd cheered the Iranian president and 
welcomed him by throwing rice and flowers in his path.  However, the crowd did not 
represent all Lebanese.  In fact, they were mostly Hizballah supporters, members of this 
state within a state, who appeared enthusiastic by the visit thus confirming in the most 
jubilant way that they want to be considered as one of Iran's armed branches in the 
region.  This led a White House spokesman to state that the visit shows that "Hizballah is 
more interested in looking loyal to Iran than show loyalty to Lebanon." 
 
Interest, if not concern, also arises from the more "visible" part of this visit, which has a 
strictly economic and bilateral aspect.  This, of course, is the issue of the developing 
relations between the two countries, particularly Iranian investments in Lebanon. After the 
2006 Southern Lebanon war against Israel [as printed], Tehran mounted a spectacular and 
popular operation by funding the rebuilding of the social networks controlled by 
Hizballah.  Today the objective is to broaden the scope of financial assistance in order to 
include the energy sector.  Lebanon is in need of all kinds of equipment, primarily 
electrical.  It also needs the means to proceed with the search for oil and natural gas 
deposits in an area that, as it has just been discovered, contains significant reserves and 
which is coveted by both Israel and Cyprus. 
 
Investments in the energy sector in Lebanon form part of a broader strategic objective and 
Tehran believes that it should also include Turkey, Iraq, Syria, and Jordan.  The issue of 
energy in general, especially in this region, is at the heart of every ambitious political 
project. 
 
Moreover, the Iranians believe that any financial assistance to Lebanon should also cover 
the equipment of the Lebanese army. Lebanese troops are notorious for their lack of 
adequate equipment and since 2006 they have been in constant conflict with Israel.  That is 
why the U.S. Congress recently froze a plan to supply them with American weapons.  Iran 
expects to fill this gap in armaments and thus gain influence over the Lebanese military 
command.  Iran merely needs to take just one step, which will be made even easier by the 
fact that, together with the Hizballah, they already have in place an informal, but heavily 
equipped, army. 
 
As for the anxiety caused, to this must be added the political meaning of Ahmadinezhad's 
visit, which is absolutely clear.  The Iranian president's ambition is to show Israel that in 
the event of an attack against Iranian nuclear facilities the response will come through 
Lebanon and the Hizballah. 

https://www.opensource.gov/wiki/display/nmp/To+Vima+tis+Kiriakis
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Naturally, the Hizballah is not the dominant organization in Lebanon; at least not yet.  But it 
is clear that it relies on Iran's help to attain this role, despite the concerns that such a 
development would create among the region's Sunni countries.  Nonetheless, the warning 
has been given: the first consequence of any Israeli attack against Iran would mean the 
immediate establishment of a new front in Southern Lebanon.  Under these circumstances, 
the new course of relations between the United States and Europe, on the one hand, and 
Syria on the other, is extremely important.  This country, which until yesterday was 
isolated and "flirted" by Iran, is now attracting intense attention from the West and from 
the Sunnis, who are trying to persuade it not to align itself with Iran.  This is equivalent to 
acquitting the Damascus regime from the charge of assassinating former Lebanese Prime 
Minister Rafic Hariri.  Henceforth, the charges will be filed against the Hizballah. 
 
The Israeli side appeared to be reserved.  Israel has preferred to let others, especially Arab 
states, criticize the Iranian president's visit to Beirut.  Paradoxically, as some experts are 
saying, "extreme calm" is prevailing on the border between Israel a nd South Lebanon. This 
does not mean that the situation is any less dangerous. 
 
Mr. Jean-Marie Colombani is one of the most prestigious European journalists and a former 
editor of the Le Monde newspaper. This article is written exclusively for To Vima and 
printed regularly every Sunday. 

 
 
 
[Description of Source: Athens To Vima tis Kiriakis in Greek -- Sunday edition of the 
independent daily, critical of the New Democracy party] 
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New York Times 

October 22, 2010 

Leaked Reports Detail Iran’s Aid for Iraqi Militias 

By MICHAEL R. GORDON and ANDREW W. LEHREN 
On Dec. 22, 2006, American military officials in Baghdad issued a secret warning: The Shiite 
militia commander who had orchestrated the kidnapping of officials from Iraq’s Ministry of 
Higher Education was now hatching plans to take American soldiers hostage. 

What made the warning especially worrying were intelligence reports saying that the Iraqi 
militant, Azhar al-Dulaimi, had been trained by the Middle East’s masters of the dark arts of 
paramilitary operations: the Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps in Iran and Hezbollah, its 
Lebanese ally. 

“Dulaymi reportedly obtained his training from Hizballah operatives near Qum, Iran, who 
were under the supervision of Iranian Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps Quds Force 
(IRGC-QF) officers in July 2006,” the report noted, using alternative spellings of the 
principals involved. Read the Document » 

Five months later, Mr. Dulaimi was tracked down and killed in an American raid in the 
sprawling Shiite enclave of Sadr City in Baghdad — but not before four American soldiers 
had been abducted from an Iraqi headquarters in Karbala and executed in an operation 
that American military officials say literally bore Mr. Dulaimi’s fingerprints. 

Scores of documents made public by WikiLeaks, which has disclosed classified information 
about the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, provide a ground-level look — at least as seen by 
American units in the field and the United States’ military intelligence — at the shadow war 
between the United States and Iraqi militias backed by Iran’s Revolutionary Guards. 

During the administration of President George W. Bush, critics charged that the White 
House had exaggerated Iran’s role to deflect criticism of its handling of the war and build 
support for a tough policy toward Iran, including the possibility of military action. 

But the field reports disclosed by WikiLeaks, which were never intended to be made public, 
underscore the seriousness with which Iran’s role has been seen by the American military. 
The political struggle between the United States and Iran to influence events in Iraq still 
continues as Prime Minister Nuri Kamal al-Maliki has sought to assemble a coalition — that 
would include the anti-American cleric Moktada al-Sadr — that will allow him to remain in 
power. But much of the American’s military concern has revolved around Iran’s role in 
arming and assisting Shiite militias. 

Citing the testimony of detainees, a captured militant’s diary and numerous uncovered 
weapons caches, among other intelligence, the field reports recount Iran’s role in providing 

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/g/michael_r_gordon/index.html?inline=nyt-per
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/l/andrew_w_lehren/index.html?inline=nyt-per
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/organizations/i/islamic_revolutionary_guard_corps/index.html?inline=nyt-org
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/organizations/h/hezbollah/index.html?inline=nyt-org
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/world/iraq-war-logs.html#report/ABD1B1E9-D673-93B1-757861100C0728BC
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/b/george_w_bush/index.html?inline=nyt-per
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/m/nuri_kamal_al-maliki/index.html?inline=nyt-per
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/s/moktada_al_sadr/index.html?inline=nyt-per
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Iraqi militia fighters with rockets, magnetic bombs that can be attached to the underside of 
cars, “explosively formed penetrators,” or E.F.P.’s, which are the most lethal type of 
roadside bomb in Iraq, and other weapons. Those include powerful .50-caliber rifles and 
the Misagh-1, an Iranian replica of a portable Chinese surface-to-air missile, which, 
according to the reports, was fired at American helicopters and downed one in east 
Baghdad in July 2007. 

Iraqi militants went to Iran to be trained as snipers and in the use of explosives, the field 
reports assert, and Iran’s Quds Force collaborated with Iraqi extremists to encourage the 
assassination of Iraqi officials. 

The reports make it clear that the lethal contest between Iranian-backed militias and 
American forces continued after President Obama sought to open a diplomatic dialogue 
with Iran’s leaders and reaffirmed the agreement between the United States and Iraq to 
withdraw American troops from Iraq by the end of 2011. 

A Revolutionary Force 

Established by Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini after the 1979 Iranian revolution, the Islamic 
Revolutionary Guards Corps has expanded its influence at home under PresidentMahmoud 
Ahmadinejad, a former member of the corps, and it plays an important role in Iran’s 
economy, politics and internal security. The corps’s Quds Force, under the command of 
Brig. Gen. Qassem Soleimani, has responsibility for foreign operations and has often sought 
to work though surrogates, like Hezbollah. 

While the American government has long believed that the Quds Force has been providing 
lethal assistance and training to Shiite militants in Iraq, the field reports provide new 
details about Iran’s support for Iraqi militias and the American military’s operations to 
counter them. 

The reports are written entirely from the perspective of the American-led coalition. No 
similar Iraqi or Iranian reports have been made available. Nor do the American reports 
include the more comprehensive assessments that are typically prepared by American 
intelligence agencies after incidents in the field. 

While some of the raw information cannot be verified, it is nonetheless broadly consistent 
with other classified American intelligence and public accounts by American military 
officials. As seen by current and former American officials, the Quds Force has two main 
objectives: to weaken and shape Iraq’s nascent government and to diminish the United 
States’ role and influence in Iraq. 

For people like General Soleimani, “who went through all eight years of the Iran-Iraq war, 
this is certainly about poking a stick at us, but it is also about achieving strategic advantage 
in Iraq,” Ryan C. Crocker, the American ambassador in Iraq from 2007 until early 2009, said 
in an interview. 

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/o/barack_obama/index.html?inline=nyt-per
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/k/ruhollah_khomeini/index.html?inline=nyt-per
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/a/mahmoud_ahmadinejad/index.html?inline=nyt-per
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/a/mahmoud_ahmadinejad/index.html?inline=nyt-per
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/c/ryan_c_crocker/index.html?inline=nyt-per
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“I think the Iranians understand that they are not going to dominate Iraq,” Mr. Crocker 
added, “ but I think they are going to do their level best to weaken it — to have a weak 
central government that is constantly off balance, that is going to have to be beseeching 
Iran to stop doing bad things without having the capability to compel them to stop doing 
bad things. And that is an Iraq that will never again threaten Iran.” 

Politics and Militias 

According to the reports, Iran’s role has been political as well as military. A Nov. 27, 2005, 
report, issued before Iraq’s December 2005 parliamentary elections, cautioned that 
Iranian-backed militia members in the Iraqi government were gaining power and giving 
Iran influence over Iraqi politics. 

“Iran is gaining control of Iraq at many levels of the Iraqi government,” the report warned. 

The reports also recount an array of border incidents, including a Sept. 7, 2006, episode in 
which an Iranian soldier who aimed a rocket-propelled grenade launcher at an American 
platoon trying to leave the border area was shot and killed by an American soldier with a 
.50-caliber machine gun. The members of the American platoon, who had gone to the 
border area with Iraqi troops to look for “infiltration routes” used to smuggle bombs and 
other weapons into Iraq, were concerned that Iranian border forces were trying to 
surround and detain them. After this incident, the platoon returned to its base in Iraq under 
fire from the Iranians even when the American soldiers were “well inside Iraqi territory,” a 
report noted. Read the Document » 

But the reports assert that Iran’s Quds Force and intelligence service has turned to many 
violent and shadowy tactics as well. 

The reports contain numerous references to Iranian agents, but the documents generally 
describe a pattern in which the Quds Force has sought to maintain a low profile in Iraq by 
arranging for fighters from Hezbollah in Lebanon to train Iraqi militants in Iran or by giving 
guidance to Iraqi militias who do the fighting with Iranian financing and weapons. 

The reports suggest that Iranian-sponsored assassinations of Iraqi officials became a 
serious worry. 

A case in point is a report that was issued on March 27, 2007. Iranian intelligence agents 
within the Badr Corps and Jaish al-Mahdi, two Shiite militias, “have recently been 
influencing attacks on ministry officials in Iraq,” the report said. 

According to the March report, officials at the Ministry of Industry were high on the target 
list. “The desired effect of these attacks is not to simply kill the Ministry of Industry 
Officials,” the report noted, but also “to show the world, and especially the Arab world, that 
the Baghdad Security Plan has failed to bring stability,” referring to the troop increase that 
Gen. David H. Petraeus was overseeing to reduce violence in Iraq. Read the Document » 

http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/world/iraq-war-logs.html#report/A7868E9B-3E71-4CBE-93DF-EBEE44E49FD4
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/p/david_h_petraeus/index.html?inline=nyt-per
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/world/iraq-war-logs.html#report/9262EF18-98EF-6825-9B0FDA8A806087DD
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News reports in early 2007 indicated that a consultant to the ministry and his daughter 
were shot and killed on the way to his office. The March report does not mention the attack, 
but it asserts that one gunman was carrying out a systematic assassination campaign, 
which included killing three bodyguards and plotting to attack ministry officials while 
wearing a stolen Iraqi Army uniform. 

The provision of Iranian rockets, mortars and bombs to Shiite militants has also been a 
major concern. A Nov. 22, 2005, report recounted an effort by the Iraqi border police to 
stop the smuggling of weapons from Iran, which “recovered a quantity of bomb-making 
equipment, including explosively formed projectiles,” which are capable of blasting a metal 
projectile through the door of an armored Humvee. Read the Document » 

A Shiite militant from the Jaish al-Mahdi militia, also known as the Mahdi Army, was 
planning to carry out a mortar attack on the Green Zone in Baghdad, using rockets and 
mortar shells shipped by the Quds Force, according to a report on Dec. 1, 2006. On Nov. 28, 
the report noted, the Mahdi Army commander, Ali al-Sa’idi, “met Iranian officials reported 
to be IRGC officers at the border to pick up three shipments of rockets.” 

A Dec. 27, 2008, report noted one instance when American soldiers from the 82nd 
Airborne Division captured several suspected members of the Jaish al-Mahdi militia and 
seized a weapons cache, which also included several diaries, including one that explained 
“why detainee joined JAM and how they traffic materials from Iran.” Read the Document » 

The attacks continued during Mr. Obama’s first year in office, with no indication in the 
reports that the new administration’s policies led the Quds Force to end its support for 
Iraqi militants. The pending American troop withdrawals, the reports asserted, may even 
have encouraged some militant attacks. 

A June 25, 2009, report about an especially bloody E.F.P. attack that wounded 10 American 
soldiers noted that the militants used tactics “being employed by trained violent extremist 
members that have returned from Iran.” The purpose of the attack, the report speculated, 
was to increase American casualties so militants could claim that they had “fought the 
occupiers and forced them to withdraw.” 

An intelligence analysis of a Dec. 31, 2009, attack on the Green Zone using 107-millimeter 
rockets concluded that it was carried out by the Baghdad branch of Kataib Hezbollah, a 
militant Shiite group that American intelligence has long believed is supported by Iran. 
According to the December report, a technical expert from Kataib Hezbollah met before the 
attack with a “weapons facilitator” who “reportedly traveled to Iran, possibility to facilitate 
the attacks on 31 Dec.” Read the Document » 

That same month, American Special Operations forces and a specially trained Iraqi police 
unit mounted a raid that snared an Iraqi militant near Basra who had been trained in Iran. 
A Dec. 19, 2009, report stated that the detainee was involved in smuggling “sticky 
bombs”— explosives that are attached magnetically to the underside of vehicles — into 

http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/world/iraq-war-logs.html#report/D9E9E0BA-0273-46EE-A998-F2FBDA35951A
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/organizations/m/mahdi_army/index.html?inline=nyt-org
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/world/iraq-war-logs.html#report/7BF53F0B-423D-4561-5535D1ED433EB951
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/world/iraq-war-logs.html#report/E6E5330A-1517-A8F5-4D96B4700BAA1526
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/organizations/s/united_states_special_operations_command/index.html?inline=nyt-org
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Iraq and was “suspected of collecting information on CF [coalition forces] and passing them 
to Iranian intelligence agents.” Read the Document » 

A Bold Operation 

One of the most striking episodes detailed in the trove of documents made public by 
WikiLeaks describes a plot to kidnap American soldiers from their Humvees. According to 
the Dec. 22, 2006, report, a militia commander, Hasan Salim, devised a plan to capture 
American soldiers in Baghdad and hold them hostage in Sadr City to deter American raids 
there. 

To carry out the plan, Mr. Salim turned to Mr. Dulaimi, a Sunni who converted to the Shiite 
branch of the faith while studying in the holy Shiite city of Najaf in 1995. Mr. Dulaimi, the 
report noted, was picked for the operation because he “allegedly trained in Iran on how to 
conduct precision, military style kidnappings.” Read the Document » 

Those kidnappings were never carried out. But the next month, militants conducted a raid 
to kidnap American soldiers working at the Iraqi security headquarters in Karbala, known 
as the Provincial Joint Coordination Center. 

The documents made public by WikiLeaks do not include an intelligence assessment as to 
who carried out the Karbala operation. But American military officials said after the attack 
that Mr. Dulaimi was the tactical commander of the operation and that his fingerprints 
were found on the getaway car. American officials have said he collaborated with Qais and 
Laith Khazali, two Shiite militant leaders who were captured after the raid along with a 
Hezbollah operative. The Khazali brothers were released after the raid as part of an effort 
at political reconciliation and are now believed to be in Iran. 

The documents, however, do provide a vivid account of the Karbala attack as it unfolded. 

At 7:10 p.m., several sport utility vehicles of the type typically used by the American-led 
coalition blocked the entrance to the headquarters compound. Twenty minutes later, an 
“unknown number of personnel, wearing American uniforms and carrying American 
weapons attacked the PJCC,” the report said. 

The attackers managed to kidnap four American soldiers, dragging them into an S.U.V., 
which was pursued by police officers from an Iraqi SWAT unit. Calculating that they were 
trapped, the militants shot the handcuffed hostages and fled. Three of the American 
soldiers who had been abducted died at the scene. The fourth later died of his wounds, the 
report said, and a fifth American soldier was killed in the initial attack on the compound. 

Summing up the episode, the American commander of a police training team noted in the 
report that that the adversary appeared to be particularly well trained. “PTT leader on 
ground stated insurgents were professionals and appeared to have a well planned 
operation,” the report said. 

http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/world/iraq-war-logs.html#report/A5CA9386-B503-8759-A2AD18067BCDF59E
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/world/iraq-war-logs.html#report/ABD1B1E9-D673-93B1-757861100C0728BC
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Posted 3 hours ago  

Al-Arabiyah 24 Oct on Syrian, Iranian Roles Highlighted in WikiLeaks 

Documents 

GMP20101024693004 Dubai Al-Arabiyah Television in Arabic 0500 GMT 24 Oct 10 

[For assistance with multimedia elements, contact the OSC Customer Center at (800) 205-
8615 or OSCinfo@rccb.osis.gov.] 

Dubai Al-Arabiyah Television in Arabic is observed in its newscasts from 0500 GMT 
through 2000 GMT on 24 October to report on the disclosure of secret documents on 
the war in Iraq posted on WikiLeaks. The reports mainly highlight the "Syrian role in 
supporting and training armed groups to launch attacks inside Iraq." The channel also 
notes that "Iran is the main supporter of violence in Iraq," and talks about the Iranian 
role in recruiting Iraqi police members in order to carry out assassination operations 
in Iraq. 

Following a news report and a telephone interview with the channel's correspondent in 
Sanaa on a "Yemeni forces' operation in which the forces were able to thwart a plan by an 
armed group to launch attacks in Aden," Dubai Al-Arabiyah Television in Arabic, at 0706 
GMT, carries the following announcer-read report: 
  
"The United Nations and Amnesty International have called upon the US Administration to 
open an investigation into the secret documents posted on the WikiLeaks website, which 
gave details on the war in Iraq. These documents said that Iran supports certain parties 
that are involved in planning and funding operations to liquidate their opponents. 
Moreover, the documents said that the Syrian border guards cooperated with gunmen, 
some of whom launched suicide attacks inside Iraq." The announcer-read report also talks 
about "Al-Maliki's arrest squads" and about "abuses committed against Iraqi prisoners." 
  
Afterward, the channel notes that "Jawad al-Bulani, Iraqi minister of interior, vowed that he 
will take the accusations that came in the WikiLeaks documents into consideration. 
Moreover, he stressed that all those involved in human rights violations will be held 
responsible if these accusations are proven correct." 
  
The channel shows Al-Bulani condemning the violations and saying: "No one is above the 
law and all those involved will be held responsible." 

In its 1200 GMT newscast, the channel carries the same announcer-read report and adds 
that "Admiral Mike Mullen, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, has condemned the 
disclosure of secret military documents on the war in Iraq by the WikiLeaks website, saying 
that it threatens the lives of many people and provides valuable information for the 
enemies." 

https://www.opensource.gov/wiki/display/nmp/Al-Arabiyah+Television
mailto:OSCinfo@rccb.osis.gov
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Afterward, the channel carries a two-minute video report by its correspondent, Nivin al-
Afyuni, reviewing some of the information and figures published by the WikiLeaks website. 
It highlights "accusations against Syria and Iran of feeding violence in Iraq," and adds that 
"Syria supported the suicide bombers and facilitated their infiltration through the border 
to Iraq." 
  
The report also says that "the Syrian forces helped the suicide bombers in creating 
explosive uniforms to be used in Iraq that look like US military uniforms," and also help 
them "in planning and executing the bombings." 
 
At 1314 GMT on 24 October the channel repeats the report by Nivin al-Afyuni. The same 
video report by Al-Afyuni is repeated within the 1400 and 1500 GMT newscasts. 

At 1703 GMT, the channel carries the following announcer-read report: 
  
"The Iraqi human rights minister has said that the government will reopen the file of 
torture if it finds evidence proving the credibility of the WikiLeaks documents." 
  
This is followed by an interview with Wijdan Mikha'il, Iraqi human rights minister, who 
says: "No action was taken in several incidents because there was not enough proof. The 
Human Rights Ministry and the Iraqi Government will examine the posted documents for 
any new information that might condemn the US party or other individuals who tortured 
or committed violations against Iraqi citizens. If this information is proved correct, it will 
certainly be used as a basis for reopening the file of violations." 
  

The channel also carries a report by Injy al-Qadi, in which she speaks about "Azhar al-
Dulaymi, a Sunni who adopted the Shiite ideology, while studying in Najaf." The report adds 
that "Al-Dulaymi received training in Qom at the hands of trainers affiliated with the 
Lebanese party, Hizballah, and under the supervision of Iran's revolutionary guard [Islamic 
Revolution Guards Corps]." The report then gives details about an attack launched by 
gunmen in Karbala, in which four US soldiers were kidnapped." 

Highlighting "Iranian involvement in training Iraqi militias," the channel, at 1824 GMT, 
carries a repeat of the video report by Injy al-Qadi, in which she speaks about "Azhar al-
Dulaymi, who was trained in Qom and was involved in kidnapping US soldiers in Karbala." 

At 2010 GMT, the channel notes that "Iran took up the lion's share of the WikiLeaks 
document." It further notes that "Iran is the main supporter of violence in Iraq." 
  
This is followed by a video report by Nivin al-Afyuni, who cites WikiLeaks documents on 
the Iranian role in Iraq, saying that "Iran organized and trained gunmen to kill Iraqi 
officials." The report also states that, according to the WikiLeaks documents, "Iran planned 
to attack the Green Zone using chemical rockets and weapons." 
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Also quoting the WikiLeaks documents, the video mentions "the direct support by Iran's 
revolutionary guard for assassination operations in Basra." It adds that "Iraqi police 
members were recruited by Iran in order to carry out these operations." 

 
 
[Description of Source: Dubai Al-Arabiyah Television in Arabic -- Saudi-funded pan-Arab 
satellite news channel, with a special focus on Saudi Arabia] 
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Syria, Hezbollah and Iran: An Alliance in Flux 

By Reva Bhalla | October 14, 2010  

Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad arrived in Beirut on Oct. 13 for his first official 
visit to Lebanon since becoming president in 2005. He is reportedly returning to the 
country after spending a stint there in the 1980s as a young Islamic Revolutionary Guard 
Corps (IRGC) officer tasked with training Hezbollah in Lebanon’s Bekaa Valley. A great deal 
of controversy is surrounding his return. Rumors are spreading of Sunni militants 
attempting to mar the visit by provoking Iran’s allies in Hezbollah into a fight (already the 
car of a pro-Hezbollah imam who has been defending Ahmadinejad has been blown up), 

while elaborate security preparations are being made for Ahmadinejad to visit Lebanon’s 
heavily militarized border with Israel. 

Rather than getting caught up in the drama surrounding the Iranian president’s visit, we 
want to take the opportunity provided by all the media coverage to probe into a deeper 
topic, one that has been occupying the minds of Iranian, Syrian and Hezbollah officials for 
some time. This topic is the durability of the Iran-Hezbollah-Syria alliance, which 
STRATFOR believes has been under great stress in recent months. More precisely, the 
question is: What are Syria’s current intentions toward Hezbollah? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.stratfor.com/weekly/20101013_syria_hezbollah_iran_alliance_flux?utm_source=SWeekly&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=101014&utm_content=SECtitle&elq=3f94d15ba4414047878b0f2fd30ce0c9
http://www.stratfor.com/weekly/20101013_syria_hezbollah_iran_alliance_flux?utm_source=SWeekly&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=101014&utm_content=SECtitle&elq=3f94d15ba4414047878b0f2fd30ce0c9
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MIDDLE EAST                                                                                                   Date Posted: 21-Oct-2010 

Jane's Intelligence Weekly 

 

Ahmadinejad makes 'dream visit' to Lebanon 

EVENT 

On 14 October, Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad completed a two-day visit 
to Lebanon, where he met Prime Minister Saad Hariri and Hizbullahleader Sheikh Hassan 
Nasrallah. 

Ahmadinejad was received at Rafik Hariri International airport by Speaker of Parliament 
Nabih Berri and an array of ministers, parliamentarians, military figures and state officials. 
He then headed to Baabda Palace, where he held talks with President Michel Suleiman, 
after which the two leaders joined Saad Hariri, along with Lebanese and Iranian 
delegations, in an expanded meeting during which 16 bilateral agreements were signed 
relating to agriculture, communications, health, environment, education, tourism, energy 
and water resource, as well as memoranda of understanding and executive programmes 
between Lebanon and Iran. 

In the afternoon, Ahmadinejad laid a wreath at the Martyrs statue in Martyrs' Square, 
central Beirut. That night, Hizbullah organised a rally for its guest in the southern suburbs 
of Beirut, where Nasrallah spoke via a giant screen, while Ahmadinejad addressed the 
crowd in person, attacking Israel and the United States. The highlight of the visit was the 
president's trip to the south the following day, where he was greeted by thousands of 
Lebanese Shia in towns and villages close to the Lebanese-Israeli border, including Bint 
Jbeil, the so-called 'resistance capital'. The trip concluded with two important bilateral 
meetings in Beirut with Hariri and Nasrallah. 

Any objective assessment of Ahmadinejad's visit must take into account the fact that 
Lebanese society continues to be divided into two camps, one pro-Iranian and pro-Syrian 
led by Hizbullah and the other pro-Saudi and ípro-US led by Hariri. The visit took place 
amid high political tension between Hizbullah and Hariri and their respective local allies 
over the Special Tribunal for Lebanon, which is expected to indict members of Hizbullah for 
the killing of former Lebanese prime minister Rafik Hariri (Saad's father) in February 2005, 
an outcome that would spark domestic unrest if Hizbullah responds violently. In that 
context, Ahmadinejad's visit achieved two goals: it underscored the close ties between 
Tehran and Hizbullah, while bolstering the group's domestic political standing. 

http://www6.janes.com/pmp/indirect.pmp?match=Lebanon&doc=http://jiwk.janes.com/MicroSites/index.jsp?site%3Djiwk%26pageindex%3Ddoc_view%26K2DocKey%3D/content1/janesdata/mags/jiwk/history/jiwk2010/jiwk22295.htm@current%26Prod_Name%3DJIWK&document_contexts=
http://www6.janes.com/pmp/indirect.pmp?match=Hizbullah&doc=http://jiwk.janes.com/MicroSites/index.jsp?site%3Djiwk%26pageindex%3Ddoc_view%26K2DocKey%3D/content1/janesdata/mags/jiwk/history/jiwk2010/jiwk22295.htm@current%26Prod_Name%3DJIWK&document_contexts=
http://www6.janes.com/pmp/indirect.pmp?match=Lebanon&doc=http://jiwk.janes.com/MicroSites/index.jsp?site%3Djiwk%26pageindex%3Ddoc_view%26K2DocKey%3D/content1/janesdata/mags/jiwk/history/jiwk2010/jiwk22295.htm@current%26Prod_Name%3DJIWK&document_contexts=
http://www6.janes.com/pmp/indirect.pmp?match=Iran&doc=http://jiwk.janes.com/MicroSites/index.jsp?site%3Djiwk%26pageindex%3Ddoc_view%26K2DocKey%3D/content1/janesdata/mags/jiwk/history/jiwk2010/jiwk22295.htm@current%26Prod_Name%3DJIWK&document_contexts=
http://www6.janes.com/pmp/indirect.pmp?match=Hizbullah&doc=http://jiwk.janes.com/MicroSites/index.jsp?site%3Djiwk%26pageindex%3Ddoc_view%26K2DocKey%3D/content1/janesdata/mags/jiwk/history/jiwk2010/jiwk22295.htm@current%26Prod_Name%3DJIWK&document_contexts=
http://www6.janes.com/pmp/indirect.pmp?match=Israel&doc=http://jiwk.janes.com/MicroSites/index.jsp?site%3Djiwk%26pageindex%3Ddoc_view%26K2DocKey%3D/content1/janesdata/mags/jiwk/history/jiwk2010/jiwk22295.htm@current%26Prod_Name%3DJIWK&document_contexts=
http://www6.janes.com/pmp/indirect.pmp?match=Hizbullah&doc=http://jiwk.janes.com/MicroSites/index.jsp?site%3Djiwk%26pageindex%3Ddoc_view%26K2DocKey%3D/content1/janesdata/mags/jiwk/history/jiwk2010/jiwk22295.htm@current%26Prod_Name%3DJIWK&document_contexts=
http://www6.janes.com/pmp/indirect.pmp?match=Hizbullah&doc=http://jiwk.janes.com/MicroSites/index.jsp?site%3Djiwk%26pageindex%3Ddoc_view%26K2DocKey%3D/content1/janesdata/mags/jiwk/history/jiwk2010/jiwk22295.htm@current%26Prod_Name%3DJIWK&document_contexts=
http://www6.janes.com/pmp/indirect.pmp?match=Lebanon&doc=http://jiwk.janes.com/MicroSites/index.jsp?site%3Djiwk%26pageindex%3Ddoc_view%26K2DocKey%3D/content1/janesdata/mags/jiwk/history/jiwk2010/jiwk22295.htm@current%26Prod_Name%3DJIWK&document_contexts=
http://www6.janes.com/pmp/indirect.pmp?match=Hizbullah&doc=http://jiwk.janes.com/MicroSites/index.jsp?site%3Djiwk%26pageindex%3Ddoc_view%26K2DocKey%3D/content1/janesdata/mags/jiwk/history/jiwk2010/jiwk22295.htm@current%26Prod_Name%3DJIWK&document_contexts=
http://www6.janes.com/pmp/indirect.pmp?match=Hizbullah&doc=http://jiwk.janes.com/MicroSites/index.jsp?site%3Djiwk%26pageindex%3Ddoc_view%26K2DocKey%3D/content1/janesdata/mags/jiwk/history/jiwk2010/jiwk22295.htm@current%26Prod_Name%3DJIWK&document_contexts=
http://www6.janes.com/pmp/indirect.pmp?match=Hizbullah&doc=http://jiwk.janes.com/MicroSites/index.jsp?site%3Djiwk%26pageindex%3Ddoc_view%26K2DocKey%3D/content1/janesdata/mags/jiwk/history/jiwk2010/jiwk22295.htm@current%26Prod_Name%3DJIWK&document_contexts=
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Perhaps the strongest message Ahmadinejad was able to send to local and international 
audiences was that Hizbullah was not alone in its fight against whatIran and the militant 
group see as a Western plot targeting the "resistance" by way of the Hariri tribunal; and 
that southern Lebanon has become an Iranian outpost for the struggle against the US 
and Israel. 

Divided opinions 

The visit was Ahmadinejad's first trip to Lebanon, which he said was a "dream come true". 
However, its impact elicited divergent assessments. While Hizbullah and its allies 
welcomed the Iranian president with open arms and called his visit "historical", politicians 
belonging to Hariri's camp accused the Iranian leader of interfering in the country's 
domestic affairs and asked him to convince Hizbullah to disarm and fully integrate into the 
Lebanese state apparatus. 

Regionally, the Saudi newspaper Al Arabiya was critical of the visit, with more than 76 per 
cent of its readers calling it a threat to Lebanese sovereignty and Sunni interests 
in Lebanon. Many Israeli commentators argued that the visit consolidated Iran's grip 
over Lebanon and confirmed the switch from a Syrian-dominated era in Lebanon to one 
dominated by Iran. In Washington, US policymakers, including Secretary of State Hillary 
Clinton, were highly critical of the visit, saying it undermined Lebanese stability. 

However, while Ahmadinejad's visit to Beirut put a spotlight on Iran's increasing interests 
in Lebanon and its deeply rooted relations with Hizbullah, it has not created new political 
realities that will drastically affect local or regional politics. For example, Ahmadinejad did 
not sign a military agreement with Lebanon, something that would have caused alarm 
in Israel and the United States. He also made sure to meet all Lebanese leaders, not 
just Hizbullah, and he even made two telephone calls to the Saudi and Jordanian monarchs 
before his arrival in Lebanon, as a way of telling these regional players that he is aware of 
Sunni interests in Lebanon. 

Perhaps the least analysed aspect of the visit was the view from Syria. Despite Damascus 
and Iran's strategic partnership, the two countries are locked in fierce competition 
in Iraq and Lebanon. In Lebanon, the competition is over who secures influence in Beirut 
and who is able to secure control over Hizbullah. Currently, it is Iran that controls the 
strategic levers of power in Beirut (bluntly, issues of war and peace with Israel), 
while Syria acts as powerbroker. In this context, Syria was uneasy about Ahmadinejad's 
visit, fearing it would show all too clearly Damascus' junior position in relation to Tehran. 

FORECAST 

Ahmadinejad's visit to Lebanon resonated among the majority of Lebanon's Shia. The 
Iranian president's every move and word in Lebanon were carefully analysed by the 
international community, given how these could affect a fragile political environment in 

http://www6.janes.com/pmp/indirect.pmp?match=Hizbullah&doc=http://jiwk.janes.com/MicroSites/index.jsp?site%3Djiwk%26pageindex%3Ddoc_view%26K2DocKey%3D/content1/janesdata/mags/jiwk/history/jiwk2010/jiwk22295.htm@current%26Prod_Name%3DJIWK&document_contexts=
http://www6.janes.com/pmp/indirect.pmp?match=Iran&doc=http://jiwk.janes.com/MicroSites/index.jsp?site%3Djiwk%26pageindex%3Ddoc_view%26K2DocKey%3D/content1/janesdata/mags/jiwk/history/jiwk2010/jiwk22295.htm@current%26Prod_Name%3DJIWK&document_contexts=
http://www6.janes.com/pmp/indirect.pmp?match=Lebanon&doc=http://jiwk.janes.com/MicroSites/index.jsp?site%3Djiwk%26pageindex%3Ddoc_view%26K2DocKey%3D/content1/janesdata/mags/jiwk/history/jiwk2010/jiwk22295.htm@current%26Prod_Name%3DJIWK&document_contexts=
http://www6.janes.com/pmp/indirect.pmp?match=Israel&doc=http://jiwk.janes.com/MicroSites/index.jsp?site%3Djiwk%26pageindex%3Ddoc_view%26K2DocKey%3D/content1/janesdata/mags/jiwk/history/jiwk2010/jiwk22295.htm@current%26Prod_Name%3DJIWK&document_contexts=
http://www6.janes.com/pmp/indirect.pmp?match=Lebanon&doc=http://jiwk.janes.com/MicroSites/index.jsp?site%3Djiwk%26pageindex%3Ddoc_view%26K2DocKey%3D/content1/janesdata/mags/jiwk/history/jiwk2010/jiwk22295.htm@current%26Prod_Name%3DJIWK&document_contexts=
http://www6.janes.com/pmp/indirect.pmp?match=Hizbullah&doc=http://jiwk.janes.com/MicroSites/index.jsp?site%3Djiwk%26pageindex%3Ddoc_view%26K2DocKey%3D/content1/janesdata/mags/jiwk/history/jiwk2010/jiwk22295.htm@current%26Prod_Name%3DJIWK&document_contexts=
http://www6.janes.com/pmp/indirect.pmp?match=Lebanon&doc=http://jiwk.janes.com/MicroSites/index.jsp?site%3Djiwk%26pageindex%3Ddoc_view%26K2DocKey%3D/content1/janesdata/mags/jiwk/history/jiwk2010/jiwk22295.htm@current%26Prod_Name%3DJIWK&document_contexts=
http://www6.janes.com/pmp/indirect.pmp?match=Lebanon&doc=http://jiwk.janes.com/MicroSites/index.jsp?site%3Djiwk%26pageindex%3Ddoc_view%26K2DocKey%3D/content1/janesdata/mags/jiwk/history/jiwk2010/jiwk22295.htm@current%26Prod_Name%3DJIWK&document_contexts=
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Beirut and relations with Israel. However, the visit is highly unlikely to cause any 
breakthroughs in the crisis over the Hariri tribunal or drastically change the domestic 
political process. If anything, it will increase Hizbullah's confidence in the event that its 
members face indictment by the tribunal. 
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Three Squadrons of Flying Boats Delivered to IRGC * 

The Defense Ministry's Aerospace Industries Organization delivered three squadrons of 
flying boats to the Islamic Revolution Guards Corps (IRGC) Navy on 28 September. The 
ministry web site reported that the new Bavar-2 is a second-generation, upgraded plane 
designed by engineers from the organization and the Malek Ashtar University and are to be 
used for reconnaissance and surveillance missions in the Persian Gulf and Oman Sea. 
Speaking at the ceremony, Iranian Defense Minister Ahmad Vahidi said the planes are 
equipped with night-vision equipment and video cameras that can record or transmit live 
images. The boats also have attack capabilities and are equipped with 
machineguns. Vahidi said work on the next generation of flying boats, which will be 
capable of night operations, will begin in the near future [Ministry of Defense of the Islamic 
Republic of Iran web site in Farsi. URL: http://mod.ir/]. 

 Ali-Reza Tangsiri, deputy commander of the IRGC naval forces, announced on 28 
September that the IRGC plans to mount rockets and missiles on the Bavar-2 flying 
boats to improve their combat capability, the Fars News Agency reported the same day. 
Elaborating on the capabilities of the flying boats delivered to the IRGC, Tangsiri said 
they are highly maneuverable and fast and can be equipped with different kinds of 
Iranian-manufactured weapons. Tangsiri added that Iran is one of only a few 
countries, and the only one in the Middle East, that has the know-how and technology 
to design and manufacture flying boats. The report added that the flying boats have 
been in testing for more than a year [Tehran Fars News Agency in Persian and English - 
hardline pro-Ahmadinezhad news agency; headed as of December 2007 by Hamid Reza 
Moqaddamfar, who was formerly an IRGC cultural officer. URL: www.farsnews.com]. 
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Posted 12 hours ago  

Lebanese Sources: Iran Aims to Make Lebanon 'Defense Frontline' Against 

Israel 

GMP20101005092001 Kuwait Al-Watan Online in Arabic 04 Oct 10 

[Unattributed Report from Sofia: "Lebanese Sources to Al-Watan: Iran 'officially' Declares 
Lebanon as First Defense Frontline Against Israel and the West"] 

Lebanese political sources have said that "Iranian President Mahmud Ahmadinezhad's visit 
to Lebanon --which the Lebanese officials tried to delay as much as possible considering its 
sensitive nature -- is related more to the Iranian agenda than to the Lebanese.  The visit 
entails a number of messages which Ahmadinezhad intends to address to the 
Lebanese.  One of the messages is that Lebanon is the first defense frontline in the 
confrontation with Israel and the West, and that the Iranian umbrella over Hizballah will 
stand in the face of whatever may confront it." 

The sources stressed that "this applies to Syria as there is information that, despite all 
affirmations of Syria's strong relations with Hizballah, the Syrians are exerting pressures 
on the party." 

According to what the sources told Al-Watan over the phone, "Al-Asad will not abandon his 
alliance with Iran or his support to the party, but will keep all the cards in his hands in 
order to use them according to the current interests of the ruling regime."  They pointed 
out that "at the moment, the ruling regime is paying more attention to Saudi Arabia than it 
used to in the past years, which requires keeping in check the party's movement in the 
Lebanese internal battle." 

The sources said that in accordance with what was stated, "Ahmadinezhad's message on 
protecting Lebanon and Iran's status in Lebanon is a message to Syria as much as it is to the 
West, the Lebanese, the Arabs, and even to Turkey which was able recently to steal the 
Palestinian glow from Iran during the Freedom Flotilla incident." 

The sources considered "the other Iranian message to be embodied in the affirmation of the 
Iranian presence in Lebanon and consequently in the Lebanese equation in a way that it 
cannot be ignored despite the sensitivities this particular issue raises inside Lebanon and 
outside; whether in the Arab world or in the West." 

The sources expressed "their fear and concern that the visit would raise sensitivities inside 
Lebanon among the factions that have already rejected Iran's view of Lebanon as its main 
defense frontline in its conflict with the West and Israel.  There are also fears of the 
emergence of an uncomfortable situation during the reception of Ahmadinezhad in the 
south which is the work area of the international [UN]forces which recently seem to be 
going through a difficult time."  The sources added that "the situation is complicated 
enough inside Lebanon without having regional elements getting directly involved." 

https://www.opensource.gov/wiki/display/nmp/Al-Watan+Online+--+Kuwait
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[Description of Source: Kuwait Al-Watan Online in Arabic -- Website of popular, 
independent, centrist daily with close ties to the ruling family; publishes a range of political 
views; URL: www.alwatan.kuwait.tt] 
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New Weapon Systems Unveiled * 

Ahmad-Reza Purdastan, commander of the Army Ground Force, on 23 September 
unveiled two new weapon systems to be employed by tactical and special forces, ISNA 
reported the same day. One is a light all-terrain vehicle called the Kaviran [photo on right] 
and the other is the Akhgar 7.62 multi-barrel machine gun [photo on left] similar to the US 
Minigun that employs Gatling-style rotating barrels with an external electric power 
source. Purdastan said the Akhgar is to be deployed on the Kaviran as well as on other 
vehicles and is capable of firing between 4,000 and 6,000 rounds per minute. "In discussing 
our needs in asymmetrical warfare we sought a weapon with a high rate of fire that could 
enhance our ability to confront helicopters ... and low-level planes" and perform anti-
personnel missions, he told reporters, adding that the Kaviran is capable of rapid 
deployment of the Akhgar system in all terrain and could function in both offensive and 
defensive capacities. The report explained that, among the many advantages of the Kaviran, 
which has been designed and manufactured by the Military Industries Organization, is that 
it is a low-cost system that can have a major impact on the battle scene. Furthermore, it can 
be easily mass produced, does not require a large-scale investment, and is serviceable in 
the field. Purdastan added that, after seeing the Akhgar/Kaviran system during the Sacred 
Defense Week parade the day before, commanders of other branches of the armed forces 
had asked that it be produced and delivered to their forces [Tehran Iranian Student News 
Agency (ISNA) in Persian and English - conservative news agency that now generally 
supports government policy; it had previously provided politically moderate reporting; 
linked to University Jihad. URL: www.isna.ir]. 
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The Evolution of Iraq’s Special Groups in Iraq 
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